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Foreword
Students
At the Campus des Nations there are approximately 360 students, aged 11-16 years, in the
Middle Years Programme (MYP) from year 7 (MYP 1) through to year 11 (MYP 5).
There are three homeroom classes at each year level with a maximum number of 24 students in
each class. Once a week students meet in mixed vertical homeroom groups (years 7-13).
The Programme
The programme is one of the four IB programmes offered at the campus providing a coherent
continuum of education from pre-school through to the final year of schooling. The campus is an
IB World School.
Campus des Nations and the MYP
The Campus des Nations was first authorised to deliver the Middle Years Programme in 2008
following a period that included pre-authorisation and preparation for full authorisation. We have
since, successfully completed the follow up evaluation visit carried out by the International
Baccalaureate Organisation.
Campus des Nations and the Foundation of the International School of Geneva
The Campus des Nations is the newest of the Foundation’s campuses. The campus opened in
August 2005.
By following the IB Middle Years Programme we believe we
can fulfil the challenges of the Foundation’s mission
statement to educate students to become global citizens with
a keen understanding of intercultural awareness; the ability
to communicate in a number of languages; active inquirers
who are knowledgeable and principled; students who have
a sense of the holistic nature of learning and an awareness
of the importance of service at a local and at a global level.
The programme is commended for its inclusiveness and we
welcome students from all over the world. The International Baccalaureate Learner Profile
identifies ten attributes that students develop during their studies in the Middle Years Programme
and these are at the heart of all our programs at the campus.
Details of the programme can be found below.
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The Middle Years Programme / Programme De Premier Cycle
Secondaire
This curriculum guide is designed to give current and prospective parents and students an
overview of the International Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme at Campus des Nations.
The curriculum is organised according to the framework provided by the International
Baccalaureate Organisation (IBO) specific to the Middle Years Programme (MYP). This is a fiveyear programme for students aged 11 to 16 years. Students may enter the programme at any
year level at Campus des Nations. It is a non-selective programme. Students arriving with little or
no command of English are given language support to enable them access the subjects taught in
the MYP. Support classes for English as an Additional Language (EAL) are provided by
specialised teachers during the school day. There is also support for French language learning to
ensure that students are quickly assimilated into the most appropriate language level.

A Student-Centred Programme
The approach to teaching and learning in the MYP is student-centred and has a strong emphasis
on learning how to learn through skills areas known as Approaches to Learning (identified in the
centre of the curriculum model above). The skills areas are currently identified as: Organisation,
Communication, Thinking, Information Literacy, Collaboration, Reflection and Transfer.
Development of these skills throughout the programme provides a life-long foundation for
effective working habits and a solid base for study in either the IB Diploma Programme or the IB
Careers-related Certificate offered at Campus des Nations for students aged 16 to 18 years.

Concept-Based Learning
Teaching and learning in the MYP is centred around concepts (key concepts and related
concepts). This is one of the core strengths of the programme. Key and related concepts provide
students with enduring understandings that engage students in higher order thinking, helping
them to connect facts and topics with more complex conceptual understanding. Key concepts
provide a focus for transferring knowledge and understanding across disciplines and subject
groups.
The MYP identifies sixteen key concepts to be explored across the curriculum. These represent
understandings that reach beyond the eight MYP subject groups from which they are drawn.
Aesthetics

Change

Communication

Communities

Connections

Creativity

Culture

Development

Form

Global Interactions

Identity

Logic

Perspective

Relationships

Time, place and space

Systems
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Teachers use key concepts from their own discipline(s) or subject group(s) as well as key
concepts from other disciplines and subject groups to plan disciplinary and interdisciplinary units
of inquiry. More details about key and related concepts are given in the section on the ‘individual
subjects curriculum’.

Contextualised Learning
Another strength of the programme, in addition to being concept-based, is the fact that learning is
contextualised in the Middle Years Programme. These learning contexts are described in one of
the inner circles of the curriculum model as Areas of Interaction. Currently these are: Health and
Social Education, Human Ingenuity, Environments, Community and Service and Approaches to
Learning (skills areas). One of these areas/contexts is chosen for each unit of inquiry in each
subject area to provide meaningful student learning. They provide the answer to why learning and
knowing about a particular topic is important. From 2014-2015 the Areas of Interaction will have
the more user-friendly title of ‘Global Contexts’. They will serve a similar purpose to the current
areas providing contexts for student learning. They are designed to help to inspire explorations of
our common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet. They invite reflection on what it
means to be members of local, national/regional and global communities, and they reflect the
real-life issues and concerns of adolescent learners. They link directly to the trans-disciplinary
themes encountered by students in the IB Primary Years Programme (PYP).

Learning Contexts in the PYP and in the MYP
PYP Trans-disciplinary theme

MYP Global Context

Who we are

Identities and relationships

Where we are in time and place

Orientation in space and time

Forms of expression

Personal and cultural expression

How the world works

Scientific and technical innovation

How we organise ourselves

Globalisation and sustainability

Sharing the planet

Fairness and development

Teachers and Subject Areas
All our teachers are trained to teach the programme which is delivered through eight subject
areas (shown in one of the outer circles of the curriculum model above): Arts, Technology,
Mathematics, Language A, Language B, Science, Physical Education and Humanities (individuals
and societies). The emphasis of the subject specific teaching and learning is based in conceptual
knowledge and understanding within a meaningful context provided by the Areas of
Interaction/global learning contexts (shown near the centre of the curriculum model and identified
in the chart above). A variety of teaching and learning methodologies is used to encourage
inquiry and critical thinking. Teachers plan units of inquiry collaboratively, both within their subject
area of specialism and across the subject areas, to create opportunities for interdisciplinary
learning.
In the first three years of the programme subjects are generally taught as an integrated whole
within each of the eight subject areas. Thereafter, increasing specialisation of subject knowledge
is gained through a separation into the three distinctive areas of Physics, Chemistry and Biology
in the Sciences, History and Geography specific modules in Humanities, different levels in
Mathematics to prepare students for their compulsory study of Mathematics in the post-16
programmes and two of the three Arts subjects from a choice of Visual Art, Music and Drama.

Dual Language Classes and Language Learning
In the first three years of the programme (years 7-9) it is also possible for students to access
certain subjects as dual language classes in French and English: Mathematics and Sciences (with
beginner to intermediate level French) and Humanities (with higher intermediate to advanced
level French).
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Language B subjects (languages for non-native speakers) are studied by all students at different
levels. All students take French and thereafter can choose between Spanish or Chinese.

Language Support
Language support for English as an Additional Language (EAL), French, Spanish and Chinese (to
some extent) is provided for those students who need it. In particular this support is needed for
those students who arrive with little or no English (the main language of instruction in the
programme) or who arrive part of the way through the year and need to be able to access the
Language B programmes in French, Spanish or Chinese.
A mother tongue programme, which is part of the extra-curricular activities that take place after
the end of the school day, ensures that students can keep up with, and progress in their mother
tongue(s). A mother-tongue coordinator organises the after-school programme.

Reflection
In addition to the eight subject areas a weekly class of Reflection
is given that supports all learning in the MYP – skills, information
literacy, service and interdisciplinary units of inquiry. Reflection is
also a key component within each subject area of the Middle
Years Programme.

Assessment
Assessment in the Middle Years Programme is criterion-related. Students work is assessed,
using a range of activities, judged against a set of criteria specific to each subject area published
by the IBO. Performance is measured against descriptors and students are actively engaged with
their own assessment to ensure improvement within and across subject areas.
Regular reporting, alongside parent-teacher conferences, ensures that both parents and students
are aware of student progress.

Bring Your Own Device (Technology For Learning)
The secondary school has a 1:1 approach to ‘Technology for Learning’. All students in the Middle
Years Programme are expected to bring their own computing device (BYOD) to school each day.
This device must meet a minimum set of requirements so that students can participate actively in
learning. The use of students’ computing devices is woven into the student learning by the
teaching and support staff.
A mixture of teaching and learning activities use books, hand-writing, word processing, internet
research, information literacy and all the tools that enable a student to learn effectively and
enthusiastically in the 21st century. Details of the specifications for the computing device can be
obtained before entering the school once a place has been offered.

Final Year Project
In the final year of the programme students undertake a
Personal Project. The project is supervised one-to-one by a
teacher/supervisor. The project provides an excellent
opportunity for students to produce a truly personal and
creative piece of work and to consolidate their learning in
the MYP. It encourages independent working habits in an
area of personal interest culminating in a product, an
exhibition, an oral assessment and a written statement that
is assessed by a team of internal moderators/teachers in
the second term. As for the eight subject areas in the MYP,
assessment of the project is criterion-related.
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Service
All students in the Middle Years Programme are actively
involved in service activities and projects as part of the spirit
of the programme and of the philosophy of the Foundation
of the International School of Geneva. Community and
Service encourages students to explore their right and
responsibility to implement service as action in the
community. At the Campus des Nations we encourage
students to serve and become change-makers in four key
areas: environment, social justice, global issues and sport.
Through service in action the aim is to encourage
responsible citizenship, to gain an understanding of issues
from other people’s perspectives and acquire the important
dimension of empathy that makes us truly human.
“Service makes all communities kinder”

Outdoor Education
An Outdoor Education programme complements teaching and learning in the MYP at the Campus
des Nations. Two activities are carried out each year, one in Term 1 in September and the other
in Term 2 in January. Both involve two nights away at special centres in either Switzerland or
neighbouring France and include activities that make use of the extensive mountain landscapes
and terrain in our beautiful host region.

Duke of Edinburgh International Award
For students who wish to pursue outdoor activities beyond the compulsory programme there are
opportunities for them to participate in the Duke of Edinburgh International Award. The bronze,
silver and gold levels provide challenges to students in a number of different activities.

Excursions
Day or half-day excursions are often part of the regular curriculum as the teachers make use of
exhibitions, museums, theatre, film and debating in the local community of the host country.
Parents working at Geneva’s international organisations also organise invitations to special
events.
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IB Learner Profile – the ten 'attributes'
Inquirers

We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and
research. We learn how to learn independently and with
others. We learn with enthusiasm and sustain our love of

Knowledgeable
Thinkers

Risk-takers/Courageous

Communicators

Balanced

Caring
Reflective

Principled

Open-minded

learning throughout life.
We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring our knowledge
across a range of disciplines. We engage with issues and ideas that have
local and global significance.
We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyse
and take responsible action on complex problems. We
exercise initiative in making reasoned, ethical
decisions.
We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination; we
work independently and cooperatively to explore new ideas and
innovative strategies. We are resourceful and resilient in the face of
challenges and change.
We express ourselves confidently and creatively in
more than one Language And in many ways. We
collaborate effectively, listening carefully to
the perspectives of other individuals and groups.
We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of our
lives – intellectual, physical, spiritual and emotional – to achieve
well-being for ourselves and others. We recognise our
interdependence with other people and with the world in which we
live.
We show empathy compassion and respect. We have a
commitment to service, and we act to make a positive difference
in the lives of others and in the world around us.
We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas
and experience. We work to understand our strengths
and weaknesses in order to support our learning and
personal development.
We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness
and justice, and with respect for the dignity and rights of people
everywhere. We take responsibility for our actions and their
consequences.
We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as well as
the values and traditions of others. We seek and evaluate a range of
points of view, and we are willing to grow from the experience.
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The Middle Years Programme Fundamental
Concepts
The foundation on which the Middle Years Programme is built
contains three fundamental concepts to teaching and learning.

Intercultural Awareness
This concept develops students’ attitudes, knowledge and skills as they learn about their own and
others’ social and national cultures as well as that of the host country/host region. It fosters
respect and acceptance and also leads to empathy and understanding.
Intercultural awareness is at the heart of the mission statements of both the International
Baccalaureate and the Foundation of the International School of Geneva. The student population
and teaching faculty at the Campus des Nations, and indeed across the three campuses of the
Foundation, is composed of many nationalities. The concept of intercultural awareness involves
examining the organisational structure, the ethos within the school, the relationships with the
school community and the content of the curriculum taught through the eight subject areas,
interdisciplinary teaching and learning and service in the Middle Years Programme. It is a
complex weave of interrelated elements.

Holistic Education
The Middle Years Programme emphasises the disciplinary and
the interdisciplinary nature of teaching and learning.
Interdisciplinary units of inquiry are designed through the study
of key concepts common to the eight subject areas via specific
subject content to enable a deep understanding and the
acquisition of skills. The Areas of Interaction/global learning
contexts provide the setting for holistic learning to help students
to see knowledge as an integrated whole.

Communication
The Middle Years Programme stresses the central importance of communication, both verbal and
non-verbal to realise the aims of the programme. The Foundation’s mission statement that
identifies the need for students to become pluri-lingual links very closely to this fundamental
concept. In the eight subject areas of the Middle Years, communication is a key component,
whether implicitly or explicitly stated in the learning objectives and assessment. Language
Acquisition is at the core of communication, both learning new languages and maintaining mother
tongue competency. Language learning not only develops cognitive growth but is also important
for maintaining cultural identity and for intercultural understanding.

Approaches To Learning
The skills areas, known as approaches to learning connect student learning across the IB Primary
Years Programme, the IB Middle Years Programme, the IB Diploma Programme and the IB
Careers Certificate at the Campus des Nations.
Through approaches to learning in IB programmes, students develop skills that have relevance
across the curriculum that help them ‘learn how to learn’. Approaches to learning skills can be
learned and taught, improved with practice and developed incrementally. They provide a solid
foundation for learning independently and with others. ATL help students prepare for, and
demonstrate, learning through meaningful assessment. They provide a common language that
students and teachers use to reflect on and articulate on the process of learning. Approaches to
Learning have life-long applications and are one of the core strengths of the Middle Years
Programme.
The current seven skills areas identified in the MYP are: ORGANISATION, COMMUNICATION,
THINKING, INFORMATION LITERACY, COLLABORATION, REFLECTION, TRANSFER.
From September 2014 the IB extends ATL skills categories into ten developmentally-appropriate
skill clusters.
Communication: I Communication
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Social: II Collaboration
Self-management: III Organisation, IV Affective, V Reflection
Research: VI Information literacy, media literacy
Thinking: VII Critical thinking, IX Creative thinking, X Transfer
Currently at Campus des Nations students and parents receive reports that comment on whether
or not a student has met the required standards outlined by the school under the following
headings:
1. Organisation of work and meeting deadlines
2. Effective and appropriate communication
3. Inquiry, thinking, analysis and problem-solving
4. Finding, using and referencing information
5. Team work, cooperation and respect for others
6. Self-evaluation and setting goals for improvement
7. Effective application of skills and knowledge
Approaches To Learning In Year 7 (MYP 1)
In the first year of the programme the required standards are as follows:
1. Organisation
•
•
•

Organises the equipment necessary for class; follows instructions and pays attention in class;
completes and hands all work in on time; asks for help when needed;
accurately records homework in the student diary.

2. Communication
•
•
•
•
•

Presents written work clearly and coherently;
listens carefully to his/her teacher and peers;
asks questions to improve understanding;
makes use of communication tools available (books, journals, class notes, IT etc.);
arranges and categorises information clearly.

3. Thinking
•
•
•
•
•

Generates ideas;
organises information;
inquires;
plans;
applies past or existing knowledge and understanding in identifying problems and seeking
solutions.

4. Information Literacy
•
•
•

Accesses information;
selects and categorises it clearly;
references sources appropriately for the year level, with assistance.

5. Collaboration
•
•
•

Cooperates and works with all members in a group;
listens;
shows respect.
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6. Reflection
•
•

Evaluates his/her work, reflecting at different stages in the learning process to identify
strengths and weaknesses;
asks for help when needed.

7. Transfer
•
•

Applies newly learned skills and knowledge to different learning situations (with assistance);
begins to understand the role of the Areas of Interaction in the learning context.

Approaches to Learning In Year 11 (MYP 5), the Final Year of the Programme
In the final year of the programme in year 11 (MYP 5) the required standards are more
sophisticated. The expectations increase incrementally from years 7 through 10 so that in the
final year they are shown as given below. Having mastered these, the student should be ready to
tackle any post-16 programme with the skills areas finely honed. They are described as follows:
1. Organisation
•
•
•
•
•

Prioritises and organizes work and resources;
meets all deadlines, seeking help before due date when needed;
uses MYP published criteria sheets to guide study;
concentrates fully in class;
accurately records work in school and at home in a diary/subject notebook or file.

2. Communication
•
•
•
•
•

Presents clear, accurate written work using appropriate and accurate, subject-specific
terminology and suitable forms of expression for context;
uses appropriate media and accurate terminology for presentations;
makes effective use of a variety of communication tools available (books, journals, class
notes, IT etc.);
arranges and categorises information clearly;
initiates topic based discussion with others.

3. Thinking
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generates ideas and questions from different perspectives;
organises information;
inquires;
plans;
supports reasoned opinions;
applies and evaluates best solution to a problem.

4. Information Literacy
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accesses information; selects and categorises it clearly;
researches independently;
uses full appropriate citations and footnotes when referencing or quoting from a wide variety
of sources; creates a properly formatted bibliography for all types of media (in MLA format);
respects the concepts of plagiarism and intellectual property and avoids the misuse of
other’s ideas or work;
understands and abides by the ISHCMC and Foundation’s academic honesty policy.

5. Collaboration
•

Uses teamwork skills effectively to achieve goals in group work.

6. Reflection
•

Revises work and evaluates learning to identify ways to improve by adopting appropriate
strategies.
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7. Transfer
•
•
•
•

Applies skills and knowledge learned to unfamiliar tasks or situations;
uses knowledge across subjects to solve problems or complete a task;
connects ideas and experiences with the Areas of Interaction; understands interdisciplinary
tasks;
carries out the Personal Project using the above skills set.

Personal Project – Specific Approaches To Learning (MYP 5/Year 11)
1. Organisation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Makes and keeps regular appointments with supervisor;
seeks extra help when needed;
prioritises tasks and meets deadlines for all interim goals;
uses published Personal Project criteria to guide process;
uses process journal to record meetings with supervisor as well as the
student’s own progress, thoughts, ideas, decisions and reflections;
accepts constructive feedback from supervisor.

2. Communication
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presents ideas clearly to supervisor;
composes clear, ordered and coherent written drafts using appropriate and accurate
terminology;
keeps supervisor informed of writing progress;
makes effective use of a variety of communication tools available;
initiates discussion with supervisor;
reflects regularly on learning, shows knowledge, views and opinions.

3. Thinking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generates creative ideas and questions from different perspectives;
combines critical and creative strategies; s
synthesises ideas to create new ones;
organises information;
inquires;
evaluates a planning and outlining strategy and applies it to the Personal Project;
uses a range of investigative and organisational tools effectively;
develops a guiding question/guiding questions based on the specific project;
supports reasoned opinions;
applies and evaluates best solution to a problem; s
elects the most appropriate Area of interaction/global context for the project.

4. Information Literacy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accesses information;
selects and categorises it clearly;
researches independently;
evaluates and reflects on relevance and validity of information taken from a source;
identifies opportunities for primary research;
constructs meaningful surveys and interviews ( if applicable);
seeks appropriate sources using a range of media;
uses full appropriate citations and footnotes when referencing or quoting from a wide variety
of sources;
creates a properly formatted bibliography for all types of media (in MLA format);
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•
•

respects the concepts of plagiarism and intellectual property and avoids the misuse of other’s
ideas or work;
understands and abides by the ISHCMC and the Foundation’s academic honesty policy.

5. Collaboration
•

Works cooperatively and effectively with the supervisor and any others involved in the project.

6. Reflection
•
•
•

Uses supervisor feedback and self-reflection to appraise work and evaluate performance
realistically by adapting learning attitudes and strategies;
identifies specific ways to develop and improve the quality of the project;
In the final phase reflects on the impact of his/her project and on new perspectives that could
be considered.

7. Transfer
•
•

Uses the Areas of Interaction/global contexts to plan, implement and evaluate the Personal
Project;
applies skills and/or knowledge from more than one of the subject areas of the MYP in
creating, planning, researching and writing, both during the process of making and completing
the finished product, and the process of writing and completing the report.

Subjects Currently Offered in the MYP at Campus des Nations
Language A:
English and French
Language B:
French, Spanish, Chinese and English as an Acquired Language (EAL)
Humanities (Individuals and Societies):
Integrated history, geography and global issues in years 7-9 (MYP 1-3) including elementary
economics
Individual geography and history modules in years 10 & 11 (MYP 4 & 5) including some
economics
Humanities is offered in both English and French (for students with a high-intermediate to
advanced command of the French language) from years 7-11.
Sciences:
Integrated sciences in years 7-9 (MYP 1-3) offered in both English and French (low-to
intermediate command of the French language)
Separate science disciplines in years 10 & 11 (MYP 4 & 5) with the three disciplines in year 10
and a choice of two of the three disciplines in year 11 in preparation for our post-16 programmes.
In years 10 & 11 the sciences are offered in English only.
Mathematics:
In all grades. Mathematics is offered in English and in French (low-intermediate to highintermediate command of the French language) in years 7-9.
Technology:
In all grades, split into two semesters, one centred on information communication technology
using design software, the other focused on the design cycle and hands-on workshop
experiences.
Arts:
Music, Drama and Visual Arts with specialisation of two of the three arts in year 10 (MYP 4) and
one of the arts in year 11 (MYP 4).
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Physical Education:
In all grades and involving a variety of activities.
Language B classes and Mathematics are offered at different levels to support student learning in
the best way possible. Procedures for moving between different phases with language B are
followed carefully by the school to ensure the correct placement of a student.
French and English as vehicles for learning are supported throughout the MYP with individual or
small group tuition when it is felt that the student would benefit from this opportunity.
English as an Additional Language (EAL) supports students in the programme with their
academic work.

Weekly Lesson Allocation in the MYP at Campus des Nations – 2013-2014
Year 7 – MYP 1
Arts Technology Mathematics Language A
4

4

5

4

Language
Physical
Sciences
Humanities
B
Education
4 (x 2 lang
B) totalling
4
4
5
8

Plus one lesson of Reflection
Year 8 – MYP 2
Arts Technology Mathematics Language A
4

4

5

4

Language
Physical
Sciences
Humanities
B
Education
4 (x 2 lang
B) totalling
4
4
5
8

Plus one lesson of Reflection
Year 9 – MYP 3
Arts Technology Mathematics Language A
4

4

5

4

Language
Physical
Sciences
Humanities
B
Education
4 (x 2 lang
B) totalling
4
4
5
8

Plus one lesson of Reflection
Year 10 – MYP 4
Arts Technology Mathematics Language A
4

4

5

4

Language
Physical
Sciences
Humanities
B
Education
4 (x 2 lang
B) totalling
8
2
5
8

Year 11 – MYP 5
Arts Technology Mathematics Language A
4

4

5

4

Language
Physical
Sciences
Humanities
B
Education
4 (x 2 lang
B) totalling
7
2
5
8

Plus one lesson of Reflection to support students carrying out the Personal Project and career
information and subject choices for post-16 study.
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The School Day 2013-2014
Start and Finish Times
The secondary school day in the Middle Years Programme starts with classes at 8h10 and ends
at 15h30.
The timing of the school day links to the Primary Years Programme in which classes begin at
8h20 and end at 15h20 to ensure that siblings can use the school bus service and travel to and
from school and home together.
In the post-16 programmes – Diploma, Careers Certificate, High School Diploma, the school day
begins, as for the Middle Years, with classes at 8h10 and sometimes ends later, at 16h15
depending on subject choices.
Students in the Middle Years Programme can wait for older siblings either in the cafeteria which is
open until 16h30 or in the library which is open from 8h10 to 16h55. They can also enrol in extracurricular activities whilst waiting for older siblings.
Length of Lessons
Classes last 45 minutes (single periods) or 90 minutes (double periods).
Breaks and Lunch
There are currently two short morning breaks, one between 9h50 and 10h05, the other mini-break
between 11h35 and 1145. This ensures that students who come from long distances and have to
leave home early have time for a snack to keep them going. The cafeteria is always open to
students at these times.
The lunch period is over the equivalent of two lessons so that lunches can be staggered across
the secondary school. This ensures shorter queuing time for hot lunches, although student
numbers continue to frustrate students who have to queue. Lunch periods in the secondary
school run from either 12h30-13h15 or from 13h15 to 14h00.
Activities generally take place after the end of the school day so that lunch time is used to eat
healthily and for students to have time for rest and recreation. Occasionally a brief meeting might
take place during a lunch period to give information. Students in years 7-9 are strongly
encouraged to go out onto the school play spaces during lunch times, except in extremely bad
weather conditions.
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Assessment in the Middle Years Programme
The MYP features a robust assessment design.
Assessment is criterion-related using criteria published for each of the eight subject areas by the
IB.
Each criterion is built up by level descriptors in a hierarchical order. A teacher will award the
descriptor which best describes the quality of the piece of work in a given task. Assessment
criteria will change for 2014-2015 for all subject groups. Changes in Language B and Humanities
have already been implemented. Changes to assessment will align with subject group objectives
shown in the individual subjects curriculum table of information at the start of the next section. In
the MYP any task may be assessed using one criterion or more than one depending on the
nature and complexity of the task.
Students are assessed continually in the subject areas both formatively (written or oral feedback
in the nature of a ‘conversation’ between teacher and student) and summatively (when criteria
levels are awarded). The criterion levels are eventually translated into a grade boundary, also
published by the IB for each subject area. This level translates into an overall level of
achievement at the end of the year and noted in a 1-7 grade. All eight subject areas are aligned
with general level descriptors that are shown on the next page.

How are students assessed?
Students are assessed in a wide-variety of ways including open-ended problem solving activities,
investigations, analysis and reflection, organised debates, and hands-on experimentation as well
as traditional essays and tests.

Achievement Grade Descriptors for Overall Level of Achievement in Each
Subject Area
Years 7 to 11 (MYP 1 to 5)
7

6

5

Always produces work of an excellent quality by fully meeting specific subject criteria.
A consistent and thorough understanding of the required knowledge and skills, and the
ability to apply them almost faultlessly in a wide variety of situations. Consistent evidence of
analysis, synthesis and evaluation where appropriate. The student consistently demonstrates
originality and insight and always produces work of high quality.
Always produces work of high quality and meets specific subject criteria.
A consistent and thorough understanding of the required knowledge and skills, and the
ability to apply them in a wide variety of situations. Consistent evidence of analysis,
synthesis and evaluation where appropriate. The student generally demonstrates originality
and insight.
Usually produces work of a high quality and meets most specific subject criteria.
A consistent and thorough understanding of the required knowledge and skills, and the
ability to apply them in a variety of situations. The student generally shows evidence of
analysis, synthesis and evaluation where appropriate and occasionally demonstrates
originality and insight.
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4

3

2

1

Usually produces work of a satisfactory quality and meets some of the specific
subject criteria.
A good general understanding of the required knowledge and skills, and the ability to apply
them effectively in normal situations. There is occasional evidence of the skills of analysis,
synthesis and evaluation.
Produces work of an inconsistent quality but there is some attempt at meeting
specific subject criteria.
Limited achievement against most of the objectives, or clear difficulties in some areas. The
student demonstrates a limited understanding of the required knowledge and skills and is
only able to apply them fully in normal situations with support.
Generally produces work of poor quality and does not meet specific subject criteria.
Very limited achievement against objectives. The student has difficulty in understanding the
required knowledge and skills, and is unable to apply them fully in normal situations, even
with support.
None of the standards above has been reached.

Individual Subjects Curriculum
In this section you will find some extensive descriptions of each of the subject areas at each level
of the programme. These relate to the concepts specific to the subject group. At the end of each
subject description you will find the assessment criteria used in the MYP. As explained above
assessment is gradually changing and implementation of changes started in 2012-2013
(Humanities and Language B) and will continue into 2014-2015.
Learning Objectives
Objectives of each MYP subject group state the specific targets that are set for learning in the
subject. They define what students will be able to accomplish as a result of studying the subject.
The objectives of MYP subject groups encompass the factual, conceptual, procedural and
metacognitive dimensions of knowledge. Learning objectives relate to the assessment criteria for
each subject group (with gradual changes noted above).
A
Analysing

B
Organising

C
Producing text

Comprehending
spoken and
visual text
Knowing and
understanding

Comprehending
written and
visual text
Investigating

Communicating

Communicating

Thinking
critically

Knowing and
understanding

Inquiring and
designing

Processing and
evaluating

Mathematics

Knowing and
understanding

Investigating
patterns

Communicating

Arts

Knowing and
understanding
Knowing and
understanding

Developing
skills
Planning for
Performance

Thinking
creatively
Applying and
performing

Reflecting on
the impacts of
science
Applying
mathematics
in real world
contexts
Responding

Inquiring and
analysing
Investigating
Integrating
knowledge and
understanding

Developing
ideas
Planning
Learning in
context

Creating the
solution
Taking action
Communicating

Language And
Literature
Language Acquisition

Humanities
(Individuals and
Societies)
Sciences

Physical and health
education
Design (Technology)
MYP Projects
Interdisciplinary

D
Using
language
Using
language

Reflecting and
improving
performance
Evaluating
Reflecting
Reflecting
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Language A
English and French
Related concepts in each subject group complement the overarching key concepts in the MYP.
They are used for exploring key concepts in greater detail. Inquiry into related concepts helps
students develop more complex and sophisticated conceptual understanding in a subject group.
Language and Literature Concepts
Audience imperatives

Character

Context

Genres

Intertextuality

Point of view

Purpose

Self-expression

Setting

Structure

Style

Theme

Language A – English – Course Outline 2013-2014
English Language And literature enables students to engage in understanding of a variety of
literary and non-literary texts. Students explore how texts are constructed and the styles they are
written in. The programme caters for the diverse needs of our students as language learners. It is
a rich and varied programme and uses a variety of teaching methods to enagage students at all
level.
English A in the Middle Years Programme also prepares students for the compulsory study of
Language A English at Diploma Programme and Certificate levels in the post-16 courses on offer
at the campus.
See year by year level information below
Year 7 (MYP 1) – English, Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• Autobiographies
• Grammar and Language
• Reading
• Short story
• Letter writing – formal and informal
• From a word to sentence to paragraph
• Heroes in literature
• Poetry – individual exploration
• How to enliven autobiographical writing
Year 7 (MYP 1) Language A English
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In year 7 students begin with an autobiographical unit that culminates in a written assignment
where students can recount a key event in their lives. Imaginative detail and sensitivity for their
subject complement the main objectives of the unit which are based on written skills and
accuracy. Human ingenuity provides the learning context for their studies of heroic achievement
in literature and how perseverance and challenge can benefit society as a whole. Students’
reflections on this topic are through the writing of a short story inspired by their own culture which
is based around a hero.
Reading and review is constant throughout the year whereby students write reviews and consider
other reviews, thereby influencing and promoting reading and great writers. Linked to this is a
focus on informal and formal letter writing, promoting different types of register. Students will
consider a class novel and learn how to respond to different kinds of audience in response to the
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text. Finally the students will study grammar in weekly lessons which culminates in group
presentations of various grammar points to students in year 6 in the Primary Years Programme
(PYP). This encourages students to revise grammatical rules while considering how to present
their materials in an interesting and lively manner.
Year 8 (MYP 2) – English, Language A, at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Reading for critical understanding
• The paragraph
• Newspaper reporting
• Character study
• Literary analysis
• Language And style
• Poetry and short story appreciation and writing
Year 8 (MYP 2) Language A English
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The primary aim of the year 8 syllabus is to develop students’ speaking, reading, viewing and
written skills, with an emphasis on the following: Appropriate use of language, reading regularly
and critically, organisation of written work, and literary character development. The year begins
with a brief unit of inquiry on organisation of paragraphs. Year-long units include: a continuation of
the grammar work started in year 7, and a unit based on students’ outside reading selections in
which they write and read critical commentaries about a wide selection of fiction and non-fiction.
The study of in-class literature begins with ‘No Turning Back’ by Beverley Naidoo. This provides
an opportunity for students to understand and write about the significance of objective versus
subjective reporting techniques and what constitutes the key differences between the two. Next
students do an in-depth study of characterisation by making choices as actor and director of their
own oral performances. Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream and Marjorie Blackman’s
Naughts and Crosses are the accompanying literature selections for this unit of inquiry. Finally,
students complete a traditional literary analysis on the significance and impact of the author’s
choices in the novel King of Shadows by Susan Cooper.
Year 9 (MYP 3) – English, Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• The story of an assimilation
• Analytical essay
• Creative writing
• Poetry Project
• Director’s notebook
•
‘American Born Chinese’
• Literary features of the graphic novel, style
•
‘The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time’
• Poetry
Year 9 (MYP 3) Language A English
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
At the start of the year students focus on how an author develops a realistic character through the
use of tone, and the character’s interaction with his/her environment. They apply these techniques
to their own writing, creating a narrative essay based on the protagonist of The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the Night-Time. The following unit of inquiry focuses on the themes of stereotypes
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and assimilation, using the graphic novel, American Born Chinese. The students use this
resource to create an informed and independent response to literary texts. The response is in the
form of an oral presentation, demonstrating their understanding of the theme assimilation. The
next unit looks at the analysis of the many effects of the author’s choice on an audience. Here
students chose a memorable section of a novel and justify their choice by discussing this section
in connection with a character, a theme, the structure, the atmosphere of the setting of a novel; in
this case, A Long Way Gone. Links to interdisciplinary units of inquiry are made with human rights
– Rights of the Child – and disability (Long Way Gone and The Curious Incident… respectively).
Students also read Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet and learn how to organise ideas in a
coherent manner, developing a director’s notebook, where they note down how they would direct
a scene from the play including all its elements. Throughout the year students enhance their
knowledge of grammar, and ways in which to communicate their ideas effectively.
Year 10 (MYP 4) – English, Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Langston Hughes (introduction to tone)
• ‘Fences’ and ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ – thematic
• Poetry
• ‘Much Ado About Nothing’
• ‘Animal Farm’, Persuasion and Propaganda
• Analysis of non-literary text
• Satire, irony, allegory and reading
Year 10 (MYP 4) Language A English
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The primary aim of the year 10 syllabus is to strengthen speaking, reading, viewing and writing
skills, with a special emphasis on developing the students ability to analyse an author’s choices in
a work, whether it be poetry, essays, novels or plays. From the start, students are encouraged to
be critical viewers through the introduction of images which convey meaning. Poetry by Langston
Hughes is studied; the play, Fences and the novel, To Kill a Mocking Bird are used to explore how
writers use characters, tone and setting to give the reader a view of society, particularly the maltreatment of African Americans in the mid-1900s in the United States. Assessment is carried out
through a variety of different tasks, culminating in an essay which explores parents as educators,
and lends itself well to connecting themes across genres. The students then study Animal Farm
and the speeches of various characters to analyse the art of rhetoric. This gives them the
opportunity to craft assignments which include non-literary features to serve context and intention.
This also provides an excellent opportunity to re-visit tone and register. Links are made to other
disciplines with regard to the concepts of persuasion and propaganda (Humanities and Visual
arts). Finally students are assigned the role of theatrical critique where they comment in detail on
the dramatic elements they recognise in their peers’ performances of Shakespeare’s Much Ado
About Nothing.
Year 11 (MYP 5) – English, Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• What is literature?
• Analysis of language, content, structure (Maus)
• Enjoying poetry
• Reading and performing modern drama (Streetcar)
• Analysing a literary formula (The Tragic Hero)
• Commentary skills: The Tempest
• Rhinoceros
• Bell Jar
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Year 11 (MYP 5) Language A English
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The focus in the final year of the MYP in English is on developing the skills of literary analysis.
This involves developing students’ critical vocabularies, increasing their sensitivity to the effects of
authorial choices, organising academic responses so that detailed examples are appropriately
integrated into their arguments, and encouraging students to use literary techniques in their own
writing to good effect. Assessments focus on oral commentaries, written commentaries and
comparative essays. Students will have sufficient exposure to graphic novels, poetry, drama and
novels so that they feel competent analysing each genre.

Assessment Criteria – Language A
Criterion A – Content (receptive and productive)

Max. 10 marks

Criterion B – Organisation

Max. 10 marks

Criterion C – Style and Language

Max. 10 marks

Language A – French – Course Outline 2013-2014
French Language And literature enables students to engage in understanding of a variety of
literary and non-literary texts. Students explore how texts are constructed and the styles they are
written in. The programme caters for the diverse needs of our students as language learners. It
also prepares students for the possible study of Language A French at Diploma Programme.
Year 7 (MYP 1) – French Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• Par ici la classe 7 MYP
• Variations sur les contes
• Vers le roman
• Les héros antiques
• Poésie et fables
Year 7 (MYP 1) Language A French
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
La situation de communication; les grands genres littéraire; comprendre une consigne; savoir
repérer auteur, titre et date. La conte; poesie et fables. Vers le roman; les héros antiques.
Within these areas of Language And literature, grammar skills and elements of language learning,
as described for the Language A English curriculum, are employed through units of inquiry with
similarly varied learning activities. Links to the humanities curriculum are also made in
Language A French.
Year 8 (MYP 2) – French, Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Révision des acquis
• Le roman d’aventures
• Voyager pour grandir
• Entrer dans le Moyen-Age
• Rencontrons des chevaliers
• La ronde des mots poésies
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Year 8 (MYP 2) Language A French
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Le roman d’aventures ; voyager pour grandir ; entrer dans le Moyen Age; recontrons des
chevaliers; la ronde des mots; la poésie; révision des acquis.
Learning activities and assessments described under Language A English are carried out
similarly in Language A French. In addition there are links with some of the topics in Language A
French to the humanities curriculum with its focus on Medieval Realms in year 8.
Year 9 (MYP 3) – French, Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• Autour du roman réaliste
• Les Misérables
• Autour du Maupassant et du réalisme
• Récit a glacer le sang
• Regards sur la société de XVIII ème siècle
Year 9 (MYP 3) Language A French
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Le roman réaliste; Les Misérables; autour de Maupassant et du réalisme; récit à glacer le sang ;
regards sur la société du XVIII siècle ; révision des acquis.
Learning activities and assessments in French are carried out as for Language A English and
many links are made in year 9 with humanities topics.
Year 10 (MYP 4) – French, Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Grammaire, et concepts. Rappel de notions
• Le texte réaliste ; techniques de la narration
• Témoinages
• S’exprimer, se justifier, s’impliquer
• Poèsie et poèmes
• Le role de la presse
Year 10 (MYP 4) Language A French
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
As students become more competent in their command of the language they are able to
recognise use tone and register, to be able to express themselves, debate and justify arguments
similarly to the skills in English Language A at the same level in the MYP.
The first unit in year 10 French Language A requires students to ‘apprendre à utiliser
correctement les divers concepts grammaticaux appris ou revus; faire le point et practiquer la
langue; approfondir les connaissances de la langue francaise’. A l’unité du ‘texte réaliste’, les
élèves approche vers le réalisme et le naturalisme. Ce concept littéraire est vu et travaillé à
travers divers textes. La pratique de la language, et évolution des mots dans le langage populaire
font partis des techniques de narration. Différentes formes de témoinages sont éxaminés : en
décrivant, en image, en argumentant. Pour s’exprimer, se justifier, argumenter, adopter un point
de vue, critiquer et se raconter, une étude de l’autobiographie et son impact est étudié. Les
questions posés à l’unité de poèsie sont : Comment faire, écrire, construire un poème ? La poèsie
engagée, qu’est-ce que c’est ? Quelles sont les concéquences de l’acte de création ? La presse
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est étudier par son role d’informateur, les questions concernant la vérité (objectivité et
subjectivité), les types de presse, exemples de journaux, les differents types d’articles et le
vocabulaire de la presse.
Year 11 (MYP 5) – French, Language A at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• Affirmation de soi, entre enfance et adolescence
• Entre deux (ou plusières) cultures qui suis-je ?
• Abécédaire de la grande guerre
• Initiation à l’argumentation
• Préparation du Brevet Collèges
Year 11 (MYP 5) Language A French
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Affirmation de soi, entre enfance et adolescence; entre deux culture qui suis-je? These are some
of the subjects investigated through an increasing mastery of the language. ‘Abédédaire de la
grande guerre’ looks at the writings and works of writers and artists today and yesterday covering
the notions of homage and denunciation.
Finally students learn the skills of debate through Language And literature as follows: Initiation à
l’argumentation. Les notions de thèse, argument et exemple. Distinguer information et
commentaire. Comprendre la visée argumentative d’un récit, d’un roman. Comprendre un
apologue. Etudier la publicité et son argumentation. Lexique de l’homme et la société.
The end of the year is given to preparation for the Brevet Collèges as well as ‘interprétation
visuelle and révision des compétences’.
Assessment for Language A French is the same as for Language A English

Critères d’évaluation – Langue A
Criterion A – Content (receptive and productive)

Max. 10 marks

Criterion B – Organisation

Max. 10 marks

Criterion C – Style and Language

Max. 10 marks
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Language B
English (some classes), French, Spanish and Chinese
With the important focus on Language Acquisition, the Middle Years Language B programme
caters for the diverse needs of our students as language learners. Students are, therefore,
grouped according to the phases given below. French, Spanish and Chinese continue to be
offered in the Diploma Programme and take place depending on the numbers enrolled for each
language in our post-16 programmes.

Language B Acquisition – Concepts
Phases of Language Acquisition
Phases 1 – 2
Accent

Audience

Context

Conventions

Form

Function

Meaning

Message

Patterns

Purpose

Structure

Word choice

Audience

Context

Conventions

Empathy

Function

Idiom

Meaning

Message

Point of view

Purpose

Structure

Word choice

Argument

Audience

Bias

Context

Empathy

Idiom

Inference

Point of view

Purpose

Stylistic choices

Theme

Voice

Phases 3-4

Phases 5-6

Four different languages make up language B learning at the Campus des Nations. Due to the
complexity of the six phases of Language Acquisition, an outline only is possible for the language
B curriculum in this general guide. Approaches in French, Spanish and Chinese follow similar
patterns in terms of the acquisition of vocabulary, verb tenses and grammatical structures,
although the similarities in Spanish and French as Latin languages makes these easier to align
than Chinese. Using key and related concepts through selected topics common across the
languages to each of the year groups, students gradually attain greater mastery of the language
being learnt. In Language B English a focus on language through literature allows for a smooth
transition to Language A English classes.

Language B – Course Outline 2013-2014
Language B courses can be taken in French and Spanish or Chinese at the Campus des Nations.
Individual and small group support is given by the specialist teachers for students who enter the
programme at different stages to ensure that they can enter one of the classes at the appropriate
phase/level. In this guide a general description/course outline is given. Titles of units of inquiry
vary across the three languages although themes link language learning at each phase e.g.
family, school, leisure and travel, food and health, transport, the environment, the media, culture,
technology.
Year 7 (MYP 1) Language B
In the early stages of language B acquisition students will learn basic introductory vocabulary and
verbs in the present tense. Students will be able to describe themselves and others in the context
of their family, with friends, at school and in their leisure time. Simple future constructions will be
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used to express any plans for activities such as sports, classes or holidays. Some idiomatic
expressions will be acquired. Key and related concepts together with an area of interaction/global
learning context provide the framework for language learning at all phase levels in year 7. Regular
revision of skills is incorporated throughout the year.
Year 8 (MYP 2) Language B
In year 8 the units of inquiry are sequenced in order to develop students’ language skills and
linguistic knowledge. Each unit of inquiry is linked to a particular topic with its specialised
vocabulary. The framework is provided through key and related concepts and an area of
interaction/global context. The language skills and level of language used depends on the phase
of the class. Topics include: Diversity of people; leisure, going out and holidays; food and health
education; looks and appearance; transport and the environment, with an investigation into the
effects and consequences of using different forms of transport on our environments. Regular
revision of skills is incorporated throughout the year.
Year 9 (MYP 3) Language B
As students begin to attain greater mastery of the language, specialised vocabulary and
structures are used to inquire about cinema and the press, aspects of the civilisation of the
language being studied and reading of selected texts. As in years 7 & 8, units of inquiry are
sequenced to develop students’ language skills and linguistic knowledge. All students study the
same topic through the key and related concepts but will approach these using different skills
depending on the language phase of the class. Topics include: Travel afar and traditions; school,
rights and responsibilities; well-being; the media. Regular revision of skills is incorporated
throughout the year.
Year 10 (MYP 4) Language B
In year 10, as in previous years of the MYP, the units of inquiry are sequenced in order to develop
students’ language skills and linguistic knowledge. Each unit of inquiry is linked to a particular
topic with its specialised vocabulary. The framework is provided through key and related
concepts and an area of interaction/global context. Topics, in which language learning in year 10
are rooted, include: Journeys and cultural discovery; the home environment (with an in-depth
study of the student’s neighbourhood); countries and their cultures; education and future careers;
science and technology (including the challenges of modern life – media, internet, environment,
health issues). Regular revision of skills is incorporated throughout the year.
Year 11 (MYP 5) Language B
Units of inquiry are again sequenced in year 11, the final year of the programme, in order to
develop language skills and mastery. Each unit is framed by key and related concepts within a
global learning context. Topics, in which language learning are rooted in this final year, include:
Responsible citizenship (including such themes as integration, immigration, racism, inclusion,
acceptance); Media (advertising, communication technologies); environment (pollution, energy,
protecting the planet); social relationships (family, friends, authority).
The assessment objectives are the same for all six phases of the Language B programme. They
are, however, phase-specific and published by the IB.
The general assessment criteria are given in the table below.

Assessment Criteria – Language B – World Languages
Students are assessed with Language B criteria as defined by the IB as follows:
Criterion A – Oral communication

Maximum 8

Criterion B – Visual interpretation

Maximum 8

Criterion C – Reading comprehension

Maximum 8

Criterion D – Writing

Maximum 8
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Humanities (Individuals And Societies) Concepts
Integrated Humanities – Years 7-9 (MYP 1-3)
Causality (cause and consequence)

Choice

Culture

Equity

Globalisation

Identity

Innovation and Revolution

Perspective

Power

Processes

Resources

Sustainability

Humanities (Individuals And Societies) – Course Outline 2013-2014
A dynamic humanities curriculum uses the host city and country, the host region, and the wider
world context, for excursions that enhance students’ learning in this multifaceted curriculum. The
programme incorporates geography, history, global issues and some elements of economics. It
caters for the diverse learning needs of the students using a wide variety of teaching
methodologies. Humanities is offered in both English and in French in years 7-9 (for intermediate
to advanced level students of the French language). Humanities prepares students for choices at
Diploma Programme in this subject group which currently offers: Geography, History (in English
or in French), Economics and Psychology.
Year 7 (MYP 1) – Humanities at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• Humanities concepts, skills and terminology (throughout each unit of inquiry).
• Maps and mapping – scale, compass points, symbols, grid references, contour lines,
creating sketch maps.
Les outils de la géographie : les points cardinaux et les grands repères géographiques, les
légendes.
• The importance of water for human settlement (see also below).
Rivers – water cycle, a river’s journey, rivers at work, rivers and landforms.
• Settlement along major river systems (ancient civilisations -Mesopotamia, Egypt, China,
Indus Valley)
L’Orient ancien: le croissant fertile et les cites-Etats en Mésopotamie.
• Settlement and Empire – ancient civilisations not reliant on major rivers (Hittites, Persians,
Romans).
Rome, de la République à l’Empire.
• Ancient Egypt – physical geography, beliefs, rulers, trade, warfare, art, architecture and
mathematics.
L’Egypte ancienne: axé sure le cadre géographique de l’Egypte, l’importance du Nil; la
monarchie et le fonctionnement de la société.
• Systems of government – ancient China, Greece and Rome
La Grèce antique: la politique, les croyances, l’éducation, la culture.
• Global affairs/affaires internationales – change and continuity in history – how to interpret
current affairs in the light of historical context/comment comprendre et interpreter les
actualités internationales.
Year 7 (MYP 1) Humanities
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In year 7, in both English and in French humanities lessons, students are introduced to the
importance of maps and their functions, as well as scale, the use of symbols, grid references and
other accompanying skills of map reading and map interpretation. Knowledge and understanding
of pre-history and the history of the ancient world are explored through humanities concepts
rooted in key aspects of various different civilisations. These include the importance of water and
the major river systems for sustaining life and human settlement in the newly emerging cities. The
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civilisations of ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, Rome, Greece, China and India allow for an
exploration of the geography, history, economics, government systems and beliefs of these
regions of the ancient world. Individual, pair and group work characterise the lessons in year 7
humanities and include excursions to relevant museums and special exhibitions.
Year 8 (MYP 2) – Humanities at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Natural environments: Weather and Climate
• Natural environments: Landscapes
• Natural environments: Biomes – focus on deserts
• African kingdoms / Regards sur L’Afrique
• History of Islam / Le monde Musluman
• Byzantine Empire
• Global affairs/affaires internationales as for year 7
• The Middle Ages in Europe (Christendom) / La société médiévale en Occident
Year 8 (MYP 2) Humanities
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Units of inquiry in year 8 humanities in English and in French include ‘Weather and Climate’
including the impact of climate change in the past and in the present; plate tectonics and hostile
environments with a focus on deserts. Knowledge of desert environments helps, in part, to inform
the study of African kingdoms such as Mali, as well as the Arabian peninsula and the emergence
and spread of Islam through the nomadic tribes of Arabia to the urban centres of Mecca and
Medina. A study of the Byzantine Empire linking East and West focuses on the concept of empire.
The unit of inquiry on the Middle Ages in Europe focuses on the collapse of the Roman Empire
and the emergence of the feudal system. It investigates social hierarchies by exploring the day-today pattern of life for each social group. Christendom (Latin and Orthodox) and Islam form the
nucleus of the historical study of medieval realms in year 8. A field trip opportunity in the host
country of Switzerland allows students in both French and English to participate in a ‘Medieval
Pilgrimage’ within the ‘arc lémanique’. The trip is designed to enhance the year 8 humanities
curriculum and involves interdisciplinary understanding within the humanities and with the
sciences. It also links to the study of the host country in the Reflection Programme.
Year 9 (MYP 3) – Humanities at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• History of Global Tourism / Le tourisme mondial
• Hazards of the USA
• Revolutions / Les Révolutions
• Renaissance, Exploration and Wealth, slavery and the emergence of the nation state /
L’Europe de la Renaissance et dans le monde moderne, l’affirmation de nationalismes en
Europe
• Resource Acquisition / La mondialisation
• Global affairs/affaires internationales as for years 7 & 8
Year 9 (MYP 3) Humanities
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In year 9 humanities is divided term by term into distinct ‘modules’, some more sharply focused in
history and others in geography to prepare students for the more specialist modules in
years 10 and 11. However, there is still some integrated teaching and learning within the
discipline of humanities.
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A unit on the history of global tourism investigates the evolution of tourism as an industry from the
‘Grand Tour’ to the first commercial flight from Southampton (UK) to Cape Town (South Africa).
‘Hazards in the USA’ is another unit that focuses on tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes and
volcanoes with an emphasis on causation and location. A unit on ‘Revolutions’ is set against the
Age of Enlightenment in which scientific learning and philosophy flourished. Written and visual
sources and maps are used to explore the transformation of Europe and the USA from
agricultural to industrial economies with expanding empires. Political and social change and
upheaval is linked to contemporary world issues to enable the students to see such change
through different perspectives. Technological and scientific innovation is explored and links
closely to the unit on ‘Renaissance Exploration and Wealth’ where the changing balance of global
power was triggered during the age of exploration and discovery as merchants sought new sea
routes to improve and increase the trade of goods. Humanism and the waning power of the
medieval Church are explored through visual and written sources as well as an understanding of
the emergence of the world’s first global economy and multinational conglomerations.
A unit on ‘Resource Acquisition’ complements these studies through an examination of the
categorisation of resources into different groups by economists. An investigation into the
triangular trade route and the development of the slave trade provides the spring-board for a
study into the treatment of labour as a resource contrasted with the aims of the modern Fair
Trade movement.
Humanities in Years 10 & 11 (MYP 4 & 5)
In the final two years of the programme distinctive history and geography modules are taught by
specialists in these humanities disciplines to prepare students for the post-16 programmes.
Students rotate term by term to learn with the subject specialists in English and are taught in
parallel with subject specialists in geography and history in French. Similarities and differences
between the English and French programmes provide variety and enrichment and both
programmes prepare students equally well for post-16 education both in the Foundation and in
other schools around the world. Global issues/global affairs continues to be woven into the
distinct modules of study in years 10 & 11 in the English and in the French humanities courses.
History Concepts – Specialised Modules In Years 10 & 11 (MYP 4 & 5)
Causality (cause and consequence)

Civilisation

Conflict

Cooperation

Culture

Governance

Identity

Ideology

Innovation and Revolution

Interdependence

Perspective

Significance

Geography Concepts – Specialised Modules in Years 10 & 11 (MYP 4 & 5)
Causality (cause and
consequence)

Culture

Disparity and equity

Diversity

Globalisation

Management and
intervention

Networks

Patterns and trends

Power

Processes

Scale

Sustainability

In year 10 students have the opportunity to participate in the Battlefields trip to study the
implications of the 1914-18 war, how it was commemorated by different countries and the impact
on those left behind. Links to the Language A English and French programmes look at poetry and
literature of the war period.
Year 10 (MYP 4) – Humanities at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Causes and course of World War I / La première Guerre Mondiale
• The Russian Revolution / L’URSS sous Stalin
• Peace Treaties after WWI and the League of Nations / La montée des regimes totalitaires
• Hitler, the Nazis and their impact on Europe / La Seconde Guerre Mondiale
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•
•

Population change – globalisation, development, sustainability / Vers un développement
durable des sociétiés (les Etats-Unis dans la mondialisation.
The Alps: Extreme Environments.

Year 10 (MYP 4) Humanities
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
As students approach a study of modern history in the final two years of the programme they
analyse the causes and consequences of World War I by interrogating audio, visual and written
source material. To build on the unit on ‘Revolutions’ in year 9, students look at the causes of the
Russian Revolution by examining the ideas behind Communism and the impact of Communism
on Russia and the Eastern block in the post-revolutionary epoch. A link to the Language A
English curriculum and the study of the text ‘Animal Farm’ provides interdisciplinary opportunities
for teaching and learning in year 10. A unit on ‘Peace Treaties after WWI and the League of
Nations’ helps students to develop an understanding of the complexities of reaching a peace
settlement through the study of political cartoons and other source material. This provides an
understanding for the foundation of the United Nations Organisation. The unit on peace treaties
links with the unit on ‘Hitler, the Nazis and their impact on Europe’ during the 1920s, 30s and 40s.
It opens the students’ eyes to political ideology, propaganda and the role of culture and mass
media. Some links to the visual arts curriculum are made through an exploration of these
concepts. Global population change provides the focus of the geography module that explores the
factors affecting birth and death rates and demographic transition, through the use of case studies
and interrogating specialised data.
The host region provides the backdrop for a unit on ‘The Alps’ which investigates the Alps as an
extreme environment with its accompanying challenges for the populations of the Alpine region.
The formation of glaciers and glacial landscapes are covered to enhance understanding of the
local environment. A field trip opportunity to participate in a trip to the World War I Battlefields of
Northern France and Belgium complements one of the history units of inquiry and links to the
English Language A curriculum.
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Humanities at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• Resources / Nourrir les homes
• Decolonisation and Independence Movements / La decolonisation et la montée des
mouvements nationalistes
• Urbanisation (English and French)
• Industry / Mondes arctiques
• Geopolitics and conflict in the Middle East / Moyen Orient: pivot géopolitique
• The Cold War / La Guerre Froide
Year 11 (MYP 5) Humanities
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
A geography unit on ‘Resources’ builds on year 9 work carried out in the unit on ‘Resource
Acquisition’. In year 11 the vital resources of water, food and oil are explored in relation to the
importance of resource development and management. Food insecurity and the resultant forms of
aid needed are investigated as part of this unit. The issues regarding the extraction, transportation
and use of oil are also discussed. A history unit on ‘Decolonisation and Independence
Movements’ focuses on the changing nature of the world’s political map after World War II and
the fall of the European Empires that enabled nationalist movements to develop. An exploration of
how the resources of a specific region are manipulated to encourage independent rule to be
established link to the geography unit on resources. Urbanisation and urban growth involves an
examination of how societies can become more sustainable. Case studies are used to explore
land use and urban settlements including slums. Students research and design a sustainable
house as part of this unit of inquiry.
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Another history unit in year 11 looks at Geopolitics and conflict in the Middle East and introduces
students to the creation of Israel as a nation-state through the study of evidence from multiple
perspectives. A focus on the geography of the region in regard to the strategic importance of
Suez and the Golan heights informs the study of the wars of 1948-49, 1956, 1967 and 1973. An
examination of the human dimension of this conflict is made with reference to refugee camps and
links to current global issues. The Cold War that developed in the aftermath of World War II
focuses on how this dominated world politics in the second half of the twentieth century, with
competing ideologies and peace treaties a common feature of the 20th century political landscape

Assessment Criteria – Humanities (Individuals And Societies)
Criterion A – Knowing and understanding

Maximum 8

Criterion B – Investigating

Maximum 8

Criterion C – Thinking critically

Maximum 8

Criterion D – Communicating

Maximum 8
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Sciences
Integrated Sciences Concepts – Years 7-9 (MYP 1-3)
Balance

Consequences

Energy

Environment

Evidence

Form

Function

Interaction

Models

Movement

Patterns

Transformation

Sciences (Integrated – Years 7-9) Course Outline
Sciences are offered in both English and in French from years 7-9. Students who wish to take
sciences in French need a low-to intermediate level of French to access the programme in this
language. The curriculum is the same for both the English and the French classes in science. The
curriculum offers students a wide variety of laboratory and theoretical learning experiences with
links to global issues.
Year 7 (MYP 1) – Sciences at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• Introduction to Science
• CASE
• Energy resources
• Cells, Life and Reproduction
• Particles and states of matter
• Acids and alkalis
Year 7 (MYP 1) Integrated Sciences
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The year 7 science programme begins with an introduction to science as a discipline in the
secondary school. Students are initiated in the ways and methods that ensure scientists know that
they are conducting “fair tests” by identifying variables and controlling them appropriately.
Students are also introduced to the equipment required to measure correctly by looking at a wide
range of different calibrated instruments, and interpreting different scales and ranges on that
equipment. Students also learn how to effectively display and interpret data, using graphing
techniques and data logging technology.
The second unit of inquiry goes by the acronym C.A.S.E. The Cognitive Acceleration through
Science Education (CASE) is an intervention programme taught through science that aims to
advance student’s higher order thinking skills and to boost their achievement. Another unit in the
year 7 science programme is ‘Energy Resources’. Students approach the question “How do we
transform energy from one form to another?” by learning how to distinguish between different
forms of energy. Thereafter they acquire an understanding of how energy can be transferred from
one form to another form. They then design an experiment that involves the transfer of energy.
The unit develops into a project on power generation where students have to explain the
conversion of a range of energy resources into electrical energy. An open-minded approach
enables the students to appreciate the economic, political, and environmental advantages and
disadvantages of the different technologies used to produce electricity and to understand the
difference between renewable sources of energy and non-renewable sources of energy. The next
unit is on ‘Cells, Life and Reproduction’ by focusing on the question “What do we mean by living?”
The features of living organisms and where they come from is introduced as students observe life
at cellular level using microscopes to discern that cells do not all look the same but have features
that are adapted for their roles. The problem of creating new cells and new offspring is introduced
and students learn the different types of cell division and how sexual reproduction involves
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reorganisation of genetic material from two parents. Human fertilisation and the stages of
embryonic development are studied.
Two further units of inquiry focus on ‘Particles and States of Matter’ by looking at models to help
explain phenomenon that cannot be directly seen, and Acids and Alkalis’ with the idea that
chemicals can be classified according to their properties (looking at acids and alkalis used in
everyday life for cleaning, washing and cooking).
Year 8 (MYP 2) – Sciences at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Food and nutrition
• Water: Mixtures, solutions and separations
• Forces and their effects
• Heat and Transfers
• Light and Optics
• Diseases and Immunity
Year 8 (MYP 2) Integrated Sciences
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The course in year 8 develops the students’ cognitive and investigative skills as they move from
the junior science programme in the first two years of the secondary school to the senior science
programme that continues from years 9 – 11 (MYP 3-5). The content of the year 8 programme is
more substantial than that of year 7 and the emphasis remains to reach MYP objectives for this
age and stage of the students’ learning experiences, particularly experimental design and data
collection, and one world and communication. The first unit of the year is focused on ‘Food and
Nutrition’ and explores the concept of choices and their impact on the quality of daily life, notably
that healthy eating promotes healthy living. This unit is extended in an interdisciplinary unit of
inquiry that students are engaged in in September and again in January (incorporating sciences,
humanities and reflection).
An introduction to Chemistry is given through a unit on ‘Water: Mixtures, Solutions and
Separations” with a concluding presentation as the summative assessment for this unit. Through
knowledge, understanding, research and inquiry students attempt to answer the question: “How
do we make our water drinkable?” ‘Forces and Their Effects’ builds on year 7 learning about
energy and its conversion from one form to another. The year 8 unit is an introduction to Physics
as a discipline within the sciences and culminates with an experiment designed by individual
students to investigate the effect of a force and to collect data from each experiment to reach a
valid conclusion. The difference between heat and thermal energy and the concept of
temperature as a measure of the average kinetic energy forms part of the unit on ‘Heat Transfers’.
Again students have the opportunity for hands on scientific experimentation as part of the
assessment of their knowledge and understanding in this unit of inquiry and they also look at the
environmental, economic and social implications of energy conservation in the construction of
sustainable housing. The year concludes with units on ‘Light and Optics’ where light is discussed
as a form of energy, and ‘Diseases and Immunity’ in which students investigate the beneficial
contribution of bacteria and the consequences of bacteria as disease-causing pathogens.
Year 9 (MYP 3) – Sciences at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• Variety of life
• Photosynthesis, plants and nutrition (Part I)
• Atomic structure
• Periodic table
• Earth Science
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•
•
•

Seismic waves, earthquakes, structure Earth
Electrostatic effects, charge, current
Photosynthesis and energy flow (Part II)

Year 9 (MYP 3) Integrated Sciences
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The year starts with a unit on ‘The Variety of Life’ making sense of the living environment by
learning to classify different living organisms. Students learn how to use and construct
dichotomous keys and produce a portfolio of personalised research on local wildlife, that includes
drawings and samples such as leaves, petals, feathers, etc. In a unit on ‘Photosynthesis, Plants
and Nutrition’ students consider how plants apparently construct themselves out of water,
minerals and ‘thin air’ according to instructions in the DNA. In the following units of inquiry on
‘Atomic Structure’ and ‘The Periodic Table’ students learn about the fundamentals of chemistry,
considering the nature of matter and the particles that it is made of. The sub-atomic particles
studied are protons, neutrons and electrons. Transferring knowledge from earlier learning about
classification students consider the ingenuity of the organisation of chemical elements in the
periodic table. A historical perspective to the discipline of chemistry is explored including the work
of Lavoisier, Dobereiner, Newlands Mendeleev and Moseley. As part of the unit students have an
opportunity to watch demonstrations and carry out simple chemical experiments and
investigations for themselves.
In the ‘Earth Science’ and ‘Seismic Waves’ units students study the structure of our planet, the
nature of rocks and the usefulness of rocks as resources. Students build on the concept of
‘reactivity of metals’ from work in previous units, to understand how different metals are extracted
from their ores. Links to the years 8 and 9 humanities curriculum that looks at plate tectonics are
made in interdisciplinary inquiry. In the final term students learn more about electricity in the unit
‘Electrostatic Effects, Change and Current’ and return to the idea of plants and photosynthesis in
a unit that develops the idea of plants as producers for food chains and the factors affecting food
production in glass-houses and fish farms.

Sciences – Separate Disciplines Of Chemistry, Biology and Physics In Years 10
And 11 (MYP 4 and 5)
Course Outline
In years 10 and 11 students continue with all the sciences disciplines with the number of classes
per week increasing to enable them to access the separate programmes in Chemistry, Biology
and Physics. In the final two years of the programme the sciences are offered in English only.

Chemisty
Chemistry concepts
Balance

Conditions

Consequences

Energy

Evidence

Form

Function

Interaction

Models

Movement

Patterns

Transfer

Year 10 (MYP 4) – Chemistry at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4) – Chemistry
• Atomic theory and the Mole concept
• Bonding
• Rate of Reactions
• Types of chemical reactions and equations
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Year 10 (MYP 4) Chemistry
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
• Atomic Theory and the Mole Concept (reinforcing Atomic structure studied in year 9)
• Bonding (compounds and elements; use of the electron configuration diagram to illustrate
ionic and covalent bonding; symbols and the valency from periodic table is used to write
chemical formulae for various compounds; metallic bond is discussed to explain the unique
properties of metals)
• Rate of Reactions (‘rate of reaction’ and measurement of the rate of chemical reactions
using various methods; particle and collision theory; application of techniques and methods to
design of students’ own investigations of chemical reactions)
• Types of Chemical Reactions and Equations (classification of chemical reactions;
predictions of types of reactions using classification criteria; writing balanced formulae
equations; use of balanced chemical equations for calculation in a variety of ways).
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Chemistry at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5) – Chemistry
• Year 10 Review
• Acids and Bases
• Organic Chemistry
• Oxidation and Reduction
Year 11 (MYP 5) Chemistry
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
• Year 10 Review (atomic structure and its application to the periodic table; ionic, covalent and
metallic bonding; rate of reaction; calculation of rate of reactions; predicting chemical
reactions based on the classification of reactions; writing formulae and balancing chemical
equations; review of mole unit and application of mole concept to calculating the mass and
the mole of chemicals involved in chemical reactions using balanced equations)
• Acids and Bases (identifying characteristics of some common lab acids and bases using
various tests – relate to household items; theories used to define acid and base; use of
chemical equations to show dissociation and various reactions of acids and bases; discussion
of cause and effect of acid rain on the environment through research task; lab work;
application of molarity concept and understanding of molarity calculations through design of
experiement; identification of solute and solvent in a solution and measurement of the
solubility of salts in water.
• Organic Chemistry (products made from petroleum oil; the structure and properties of
various fractions of oil; introduction to isomerism – laboratory tests; consequences of
incomplete combustion on the environment; production of plastics and other polymers –
preparation of nylon in the laboratory; problems associated with disposal of plastic)
• Oxidation and Reduction (oxidation and reduction reactions; use of oxidation number rules;
electrolytic and electro chemical cells as examples of redox reactions; design of experiments
to investigate the factors affecting an electro chemical cell; learning experiences to show an
appreciation of the commercial/industrial uses of electrolysis by looking at electroplating and
purification of copper.
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Biology
Biology Concepts
Balance

Consequences

Energy
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Year 10 (MYP 4) – Biology at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4) -Biology
•
•

Systems within the Human Body
DNA, Genetics and Evolution

Year 10 (MYP 4) Biology
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
• Systems within the Human Body (circulatory system, respiratory system, nervous system)
• DNA, Genetics and Evolution (replication, transcription and translation)
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Biology at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5) – BIOLOGY
• The chemicals of life
• Movement
• Homeostasis
• Reproduction
Year 11 (MYP 5) Biology
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
• The Chemicals of Life (the physical make-up of living organisms – characteristics of
biological molecules; importance of enzymes, laboratory investigation into factors affecting
enzyme activity; respiration, sensitivity, acquisition of nutrients, excretion).
• Movement ( exposition of the basics of skeletal and muscular systems; research into
structure and movement of an animal of the student’s choice, resulting in an essay and class
presentation)
• Homeostasis (study of the concept of homeostasis and negative feedback systems).
• Reproduction (studied as one of the characteristics of all living organisms and in particular in
greater detail in humans, including the hormonal control of the menstrual cycle, events at
conception and embryonic development in the uterus. Individual research, essay and
presentation on related topic e.g. In Vitro Fertilisation (IVF) and Pre-implantation Genetic
Diagnosis (PGD).
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Physics
Physics Concepts
Consequences

Development

Energy
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Interaction
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Transformation

Year 10 (MYP 4) – Physics at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4) – PHYSICS
• Mechanics energy and matter
• Waves and electricity
Year 10 (MYP 4) Physics
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
• Mechanics energy and matter (Newton’s laws of motion and the concepts of velocity,
acceleration and displacement; the properties of matter and thermal energy)
• Waves and electricity (properties of waves and how they are effected by objects and media
around them; the role of waves in communication; understanding the concepts of
electrostatics and electricity; demonstrating the characteristics and applications of circuits and
circuit components; Ohm’s law).
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Physics at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5) -Physics
• From the Solar System to the Universe
• Electricity and Magnetism II
• Mechanics Review and Extension
• The Atom and the Nucleus
• The Uses of Waves and Radiation
Year 11 (MYP 5) Physics
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The course ranges from studying the extremely large (the Universe) to the very small (subatomic
particles). These are the two major themes with an exploration of the associated technology.
New Physics concepts, building on work in years 9 & 10 are introduced to the students to make
sense of the phenomena being studied. For example: Electromagnetism and particle dynamics to
enable students to make sense of the workings of CERN’s large hadron collider. Theory is
augmented with practical investigations to reinforce key concepts and develop experimental
planning, execution and analysis.
• From the Solar System to the Universe (mechanics of orbiting bodies in the solar system &
satellite technology; stars and galaxies, including the life cycle of a star and the process of
nuclear fusion in the core of stars; black holes, neutron stars and the large-scale structure of
the universe; Big Bang theory and past, present and possible futures of the universe).
• Electricity and Magnetism II (investigation of electricity building on work in year 10, defining
the Volt, the Watt and laws of electromagnetic induction; investigative work leading to ideas
about electricity generation, distribution and the transformer effect).
• Mechanics Review and Extension (year 10 work on motion are probed further with a formal
approach taken to the mathematics through the introduction of the ‘suvat’ equations;
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•

•

investigation of the pendulum practically as an example of mechanics in action with
opportunities for more sophisticated data processin; introduction to concepts of momentum
and impulse as applied to collisions in preparation for the study of particle physics).
The Atom and the Nucleus (model of atom is explored starting with Rutherford’s
experimental work; radioactivity and nuclear fission; evaluation of merits and drawbacks of
nuclear power for electricity generation; the Standard model – fundamental particles of the
Universe; discussion of the technology of CERN and the strengths and weaknesses of the
standard model and the notion that cutting edge Physics is a ‘work in progress’; the latter
preparing students for some of the ideas and concepts they will encounter in the Theory of
Knowledge Programme in year 12 – DP 1).
The Uses of Waves and Radiation (building on year 10 work on refraction of light the unit
begins with an investigation of lenses and the relationships between images, objects and
focal lengths; problems of telescope design and construction with links back to earlier work on
the universe; brief examination of fibre optic communications and digital systems).

The assessment objectives are the same for the sciences, both the integrated programme in
years 7-9 and the specialised sciences programme in years 10 & 11 (MYP 4 & 5). Assessment is
related directly to the objectives for the subject group.

Assessment Criteria – Sciences
Criterion A – One world

Maximum 6

Criterion B – Communication

Maximum 6

Criterion C – Knowledge and understanding

Maximum 6

Criterion D – Scientific enquiry

Maximum 6

Criterion E – Processing Data

Maximum 6

Criterion F – Attitudes in Science

Maximum 6
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Mathematics
Mathematic Concepts
Change

Equivalence

Generalisation

Justification

Measurement

Model

Pattern

Quantity

Representation

Simplification

Space

System

Mathematics – Course Outline 2013-2014
Mathematics is offered in both English and in French from years 7-9. Students who wish to take
mathematics in French need an intermediate level of French to access the programme in this
language. The curriculum is the same for both the English and the French classes. The
curriculum offers students a wide variety of learning experiences with links to other subject areas.
Year 7 (MYP 1) – Mathematics at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Unit of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• A Mathematical Campus
• Perimeter and Area
• Lines and Angles
• Transformations
• Special Numbers
• Integers
• Integers
• Fractions
• Data, Collection, Display and Analysis
• Basic Algebra
• Sequences, Graphs and Functions
• Equations
• Tessellations Activity
Year 7 (MYP 1) Mathematics
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Students are introduced to mathematics in the Middle Years Programme in year 7 by examining
the mathematical shapes found in the school environment. This leads to a unit of inquiry into
decimals and measurement. Students then study some of the relationships between lines and
angles, investigating transformations on the coordinate plane, learning about special numbers
including integers and fractions, collecting, displaying and analysing categorical and discrete
statistics. They are also introduced to algebra and sequences. The final unit of the year consists
of expanding the students’ previous study of perimeter and area to include more difficult shapes
as well as complex composite shapes.
Enrichment
Mathematics enrichment is provided for students who grasp the above skills and concepts
quickly. Topics such as Thales theorem of a right triangle are introduced and communication of
Cyrillic letters; an investigation into the Louvre Museum’s pyramid (architect IM Pei), its
dimensions and construction; puzzle for the proof of the 180 degrees of any triangle and ‘grain of
rice in the kingdom’ problem are some of the learning experiences offered to students.
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Year 8 (MYP 2) – Mathematics at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Number
• Integers, Expressions and Formulae
• Planar Geometry
• Fractions, decimals, percentages and probability
• The Golden Age of Algebra: Equations
• Data Collection, Display and Analysis
• Measurement and Pythagoras
• Set and Discrete Mathematics
Year 8 (MYP 2) Mathematics
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Year 8 begins with Set Theory and Venn diagrams, using this new topic to discover logical
relationships within applied mathematical situations and investigating the foundations of number.
Students review their foundations in Algebra and investigate the patterns that exist within linear
formula. A planar geometry unit continues in the first term and is followed in the second term with
a study of line and angle relationships and constructing geometrical properties. A reinforcement
and exploration of the foundations of fractions, decimal numbers is made and an introduction to
probability. A study of the Golden Age of Algebra is coupled with solving equations. The year is
completed with the study of data analysis, time line graphs and investigating Pythagoras.
Enrichment
Mathematics enrichment is provided for students who grasp the above skills and concepts
quickly. Topics such as ‘Fascinating Fibonacci Numbers’, ‘Binomial Expansion and Probability’
and ‘Gauss contest preparation’ enrich learning experiences for students in mathematics in the
second year of the Middle Years Programme.
Year 9 (MYP 3) – Mathematics at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• Number and Algebra I
• 3D Solids and Measurement
• Algebra II
• Equations
• Surds and Pythagoras
• Trigonometry
• Linear Functions and Coordinate Geometry
• Sets and Venn Diagrams
• Probability
• Geometry
Year 9 (MYP 3) Mathmatics
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
At the start of the year, students revise number facts (e.g. integers) and expand on their previous
knowledge of algebra by working with more complicated algebraic expressions (e.g. expanding
binomials). They then study some properties of three-dimensional shapes including Platonic
solids and then move on to how to calculate surface area and volume for many of these shapes.
This links to an interdisciplinary unit of inquiry on ‘Disabilities’ that is supported in the PE and
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Reflection classes. Solving equations follows this and students apply skills to equations involving
Pythagoras’ theorem and right-angled trigonometry. Students learn how to work with and simplify
surds. The remaining units of the year involve a study of coordinate geometry and the use of
algebra and proof within the context relationships in angles and polygons.
Enrichment
Mathematics enrichment in year 9 includes ‘Conic Sections and Coordinate Geometry’ that uses
the following subject content:
• Conic sections: parabola, circle and ellipse
• Graphs of lines to support future work in curves
• Equations of lines in General form, intersecting points
• Intersection of a line with a Parabola including the minimum and maximum number of
intersecting points
In the final two years of the programme and partly in preparation for the post-16 programme in
which mathematics is compulsory, students are grouped into sets – Standard and Extended.
These groups do not necessarily remain static throughout and movement of students is
determined by the ability and engagement of each individual student.
Year 10 (MYP 4) – Mathematics Standard at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Pythagoras and Trigonometry
• Algebra
• Equations
• Probability
• Cartesian Studies/Linear Function
• Quadratics
• Statistics
• Measurement
• Geometry
Year 10 (MYP 4) Standard Mathmatics
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The year 10 course starts with a review of the Pythagorean Theorem and its applications. This
leads to extending previous knowledge of Trigonometry. Students explore further algebra topics
including factorising of trinomials. They are then exposed to solving equations, probability and
Cartesian studies. Using this foundation students then take on Quadratics and finding roots and
solutions. Finally the students study statistics and measurement before finishing the year and
preparing for a cumulative assessment of their knowledge and understanding of the topics studied
during the course of the year.
Year 10/(MYP 4) – Mathematics Extended at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Surds, Pythagoras and Trigonometry
• Algebra: Factorisation, Equations and Problem Solving
• Cartesian Studies/Linear Function
• Probability
• Cartesian Studies/Linear Function
• Quadratics
• Probability and Venn Diagrams
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•
•
•

Geometry
Variation and Financial Mathematics
Interdisciplinary unit Mathematics/Sciences – Hippachus
Statistics

Year 10 Mathematics Extended
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Year 10 extended Mathematics begins with right angle trigonometry, quadratic equations, an
introduction to the function and linear functions with their graphs. These areas of knowledge and
skills are assessed using tests, an investigation and reflection. In the second term the course
continues with linear and quadratic functions, and the geometry of the circle with associated
theorems and proofs. An in-depth study of statistics and uni-variate measures are studied,
including standard deviation. These are assessed using a blend of tests, investigations and
reflection questions. The year closes with Probability, Variation and Financial Mathematics,
especially with reference to the exponential function.
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Mathematics Standard at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• Functions
• GDC Skills and Quadratics
• Trigonometry
• Equations and Sequences
• Financial Mathematics
• Simultaneous Equations
• Exponential Functions
• Bivariate Statistics and Variation
• Measurement
• Venn Diagrams and Probability
• Preparation for end of year examinations/exam review
Year 11 Mathematic Standard
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Standard mathematics in the final year of the programme begins with an introduction to functions,
particularly the notation of concepts of domain and range. Students revise and expand on their
prior knowledge of quadratics and trigonometry which includes an introduction to graphs of
trigonometric functions.
The study of sequences is combined with an introduction to financial mathematics and the
preparation of a budget for future life at university. Students then revise uni-variate statistics and
study bi-variate statistics. The remaining units include a revision of simultaneous equations and
the study of Venn diagrams combined with probability.
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Mathematics Extended at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• Trigonometry
• GDC Skills
• Trigonometry
• Functions and quadratics
• Algebra, sequences and series
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measurement and similar figures
Probability and statistics
Exponential functions and logarithms
Matrices
Vectors
Introduction to Calculus
Preparation for end of year examinations/exam revision
Discrete Mathematics

Year 11 Mathematics Extended
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Extended mathematics in the final year of the programme starts with an investigation of the
Quadratic Function which leads to the wider perspective of Functions. The exploration of Further
Trigonometry topics includes graphs, identities and radians. The study of arithmetic and
geometric sequences along with their links to financial mathematics and mathematical functions
follows. Students also investigate the relationships between the areas and volumes of similar
figures. The year ends with an introduction to Matrices, Vectors and Differential Calculus.

Assessment Criteria – Mathematics
Criterion A – Knowledge and Understanding

Maximum 8

Criterion B – Application and Reasoning

Maximum 8

Criterion C – Communication in Mathematics

Maximum 6

Criterion D – Reflection in Mathematics

Maximum 6
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Arts – Visual and Performing Arts
Arts Concepts
Visual Arts
Audience

Boundaries

Composition

Expression

Genre

Innovation

Interpretation

Narrative

Presentation

Representation

Style

Visual culture

Audience

Boundaries

Composition

Expression

Genre

Innovation

Interpretation

Narrative

Play

Representation

Role

Structure

Performing Arts

Arts – Course Outline – 2013-2014
Both disciplines within the Arts – Visual and Performing – are offered throughout the Middle Years
Programme at the campus. The Performing Arts include both Music and Drama. Increasing
specialisation into two of the three arts choices is made in year 10 (MYP 4). Specialisation in one
arts discipline is undertaken by students in year 11 (MYP 5), the final year of the programme, to
prepare students appropriately for subject choices in post-16 programmes of education.
Throughout the Middle Years Programme students use a developmental work book for each of
their arts subjects for research, generating ideas, experimenting, recording information and
reflecting on their work to identify ways in which they can improve it.
Year 7 (MYP 1) –- Visual Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• Composition and Proportion
• Introduction to Perspective
• Egyptian art
• Art elements: the ingredients in all works of art
Year 7 (MYP 1) Visual Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In the unit on ‘Composition and Proportion’ students examine the traditions of composition in
western art and the connection with the Golden Section. They examine the Fibonacci sequence
and see how it can be developed into the Golden Ratio. Students also develop an understanding
of the Golden Ratio in the construction of geometric forms including the spiral. They make a study
of pre-Renaissance and Renaissance art to observe changes in compositional technique
apparent through the combined application of new ideas on perspective and the Golden Ratio.
They then identify possible applications of the Golden Section in modern art including the world of
Miro and Picasso. Students use mathematics as the basis for an abstract collage composition to
demonstrate understanding of the Golden Section. Working concurrently with the humanities
programme students carry out projects related to the civilisation of ancient Egypt and work on
bas-reliefs and painting in the style of Egyptian art. Examining the work of some of the great
‘masters’ students create pieces of work thus inspired by looking at the ingredients in all works of
art.
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Year 7 (MYP 1) –- Performing Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• Let’s get acquainted (music)
• Physical theatre 1 – Somewhere That’s Green (drama)
• Let’s get started (music)
• Physical theatre 1 – Closed for Renovation (drama)
• Expression of community by humankind in music (music)
• Music in mimed theatre (drama)
• Sing me a Song (music)
• Musical theatre 1 – Good Morning Baltimore (drama)
• What makes a good song? (music)
• African rhythm – complex and free style composition (music)
• The rhythms of life. Rhythms of the Nile (music)
• Take note of that (music)
• Basic Circus Skills 1 – The Nicest Kids in Town (theatre)
Year 7 (MYP 1) Performing Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
A wide variety of learning experiences in the music and drama classes introduces students to
these arts disciplines in year 7. In drama students focus on an exploration of physical theatre and
end with an introduction to musical theatre. In music students are exposed to the differences in
western and eastern music traditions at a basic level and learn to recognise different kinds of
scales used in different parts of the world. They also listen to different ‘families’ of instruments
used in different music traditions. Many links are provided with the humanities programme and the
study of civilisations of the ancient world. Students learn the ‘mechanics’ of music making and
then apply these to compositions they compose themselves using keyboard or tuned percussion
instruments. In both music and drama students use a developmental work book to research
information, record findings and reflect upon their work identifying ways in which to improve it.
Year 8 (MYP 2) –- Visual Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Colours of the World 1 – Impressionism
• Colours of the World 2 – Fauvism
• Fragmentation of the World – Cubism
• Colour schemes
• Colour and Culture Food crisis
• Food crisis
Year 8 (MYP 2) Visual Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Students use their developmental work book in the second year of the programme as a tool for
autonomous thinking and creativity. The first half of the year centres on the theme of colour
whereby students learn the basic theories of colour and are introduced to the history of western
painting at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries. Students examine the works
of the great impressionist painters and look at the impact of the invention of photography on
artists. They create works using impressionist techniques. After this they explore the explosion of
colour in the work of the fauvists and make a portrait painting using similar techniques of colour
application. Analysis of the cubist movement of art and its method of fragmentation allows
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students to draw a chair from multiple perspectives in the cubist manner. Using food for
inspiration students study colour and texture in food across cultures and produce a book of
cultural recipes.
Year 8 (MYP 2) – Performing Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Musical handprints (music)
• Devising II music in mimed theatre – The Chase (drama)
• Expression of community by humankind in music (music)
• Guitars unplugged (music)
• Prepared Improv 1 – My Pop Group (drama)
• Musical theatre II – stage/film soundtracks (drama)
• Circus skills II – All That Jazz (drama)
• Music in medieval times (music)
• Music in medieval times (music)
• Textures and timbres in the Music of Japan (music)
• Spontaneous Improv 1 – Family Rules
• Latin beat (music)
• Compose yourself (music)
Year 8 (MYP 2) Performing Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
A continuing study of different music traditions is made in performing arts in year 8. The craft of
music making is developed in an understanding of time signature and key signature and applying
these to performance and composition. Recognition of the basic ‘fingerprints’ of a period of music,
style or culture is studied and subject terminology is developed. Discussion of different types of
music forms part of the learning experiences in year 8 as well as critiquing one’s own and others’
performances. Year 8 drama explores the broader range of theatrical skills and theories than
those in year 7, to include experiences in improvisation, whilst further developing circus and mime
techniques as well as musical theatre skills.
Year 9 (MYP 3) –- Visual Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• Interior Composition
• Tree of Life, Tree of Knowledge
• Analysing political art
• Tessellations
• Gestural drawing leading to a wire sculpture
• A chacun sa boisson
Year 9 (MYP 3) Visual Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In the third year of the programme students are provided with a course that explores both
technical skills and the contexts in which art is produced. It helps them to make connections
between form and function, and to appreciate the value of understanding concepts in order to be
more confident in making decisions about how to break the rules, push the boundaries and move
art forwards. Students are encouraged to look at the connections between societies and the arts,
how the former influences the latter, and how art sometimes influences society. This includes
explorations of earlier art movements in history, but also responds to significant world events or
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current political situations, so the project will change in relation to global issues year by year while
the core theme of art and society remains constant.
Year 9 (MYP 3) –- Performing Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• Let’s get acquainted (music)
• Physical theatre 1 – Somewhere That’s Green (drama)
• Let’s get started (music)
• Physical theatre 1 – Closed for Renovation (drama)
• Expression of community by humankind in music (music)
• Music in mimed theatre (drama)
• Sing me a Song (music)
• Musical theatre 1 – Good Morning Baltimore (drama)
• What makes a good song? (music)
• African rhythm – complex and free style composition (music)
• The rhythms of life. Rhythms of the Nile (music)
• Take note of that (music)
• Basic Circus Skills 1 – The Nicest Kids in Town (theatre)
Year 9 (MYP 3) Performing Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Students learn to understand and recognise the different kinds of scales used in different parts of
the world and identify western and eastern instruments and musical genres. They develop a basic
awareness of Binary form and the use of music terminology accurately. Students understand
major scales and compose a melody using a major scale of their choice and learn the skills of
turning words into simple rhythms. They also use electronic keyboards and tuned percussion
instruments applying simple notation rules and using different kinds of scales studied. They
perform different kinds of music from different parts of the world, in solo, pair or group work. Ongoing reflection and evaluation of their own and others’ work ensures gradual improvement of
skills, techniques and understanding as they develop understanding of the criteria for assessment
in the arts. In drama students begin to combine the learning from previous years in the creation of
more complex dramatic elements. Theoretical and historical content take a more significant role in
this year of the programme and the learning contexts expand in range to reflect this broader
exploration of the subject.
Year 10 (MYP 4) –- Visual Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Mind of a self-portrait
• Subcultures and street children
• Expressive hands
• Colour schemes
• Colour and Culture Food crisis
• Food crisis
Year 10 (MYP 4) –- Visual Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The role of artists in society also forms part of the year 10 visual arts programme and is
developed from the units in year 9. The first term is centred on an introspective exploration
through the art of the self-portrait. Students examine and analyse the work of the great masters of
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portraiture in order to answer their own question “Who am I?” They then research responses
about cultural identity using alternative cultural models of their choice. Using their research
students ‘customise’ a pair of shoes with symbols from the chosen culture.
As part of the humanitarian year 10 project raising funds and doing other activities to support a
crèche in southern India students become conscious of human deprivation and carry out work on
the rights of the child in ‘Subcultures and street children’. This builds in work in year 9 in
Reflection, in humanities, in Language A English and in interdisciplinary units of inquiry that
examine rights and responsibilities with particular reference to children and to the disabled. Using
a study of hands (various art techniques) students explore the idea of altering public opinion
about a cause about which they feel passionate.
Year 10 (MYP 4) – Performing Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Musical autobiographies (music)
• Advanced Improv 1 Stanislavsky – An Actor Prepares (drama)
• Making the Improvisation connection (music)
• Theatre Practitioners I Stanislavsky/Be My Baby I (drama)
• Jazz Improvisation (music)
• Theatre Practitioners 1/ Stanislavsky/Be My Baby II (drama)
• Music in World War II (music)
• Film music (music)
• Compose yourself (music)
Year 10 (MYP 4) – Performing Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
An increasingly sophisticated knowledge and understanding of music characterises the year 10
programme by identifying and using minor and major scales and chord sequences, exploring
syncopation and using more complex rhythms. The appreciation of music in different epochs and
in different cultures is developed, in particular the romantic period of western music. Students
compose a simple syncopated piece of music and evaluate their own and others’ work using the
arts criteria for assessment.
Musical autobiographies connect to the concept of the self-portrait in the visual arts programme.
The drama course continues to develop a theoretical understanding of the subject and connect
theory to practical and written learning outcomes. It is divided into five distinct yet connected units
of inquiry that include a study of the Stanislavsky method, contemporary performance concepts,
and work on Romeo and Juliet.
Year 11 (MYP 5) –- Visual Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• Pinhole photography
• Cultural patterns and graffiti project
• Different ways of expression – Abstract Art
• Multi-media choices project
• Manipulation of scale
• View from above
Year 11 (MYP 5) –- Visual Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
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Students in the final stage of the programme are exposed to a range of creative challenged and
experiences which are intended to further open their minds to the possibilities which exist within
different media, processes and media combinations. Students learn to put art into personal and
social contexts and create unique solutions to visual problems which both communicate a
viewpoint on art and the role of art in societies. They also demonstrate their fullest understanding
of the MYP art criteria for assessment in the arts. The emphasis is on individual creativity,
response to the feedback of others, making informed choices, risk-taking, and a principled
approach to study through a penultimate demonstration of their understanding of their own
approaches to learning (skills). Students engage in personal interpretations of given (or
individually selected) themes with guidance from their teachers. They explore, analyse and
synthesise the work of other artists who relate to their theme in order to support further
development of their work. They examine the words of a diverse range of relevant artists to
inspire them. Visual and theoretical exploration go hand–in-hand until the student has identified
the point at which they are prepared to work on the final outcome. Teacher guidance takes the
form of support for individual student needs rather than whole-class teaching in this final year of
the programme.
Year 11 (MYP 5) –- Performing Arts at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• Expression of communal experiences in music (music)
• Theatre Practitioners II – Brecht/The History Boys I
• Night Rituals (music)
• Theatre Practitioners II – Brecht/The History Boys II
• Study of a Baroque concerto (music)
• From Transylvania to the Balkans (music)
• Improvisation and organisation (music)
• Advanced Improvisation II – Forum Theatre (drama)
• Chords into Jazz (music)
• Polyrhythm into Minimilism
Year 11 (MYP 5) –- Performing Arts
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In the final year of the programme in music students are expected to build on their knowledge and
skills of previous years in order to achieve at the highest possible levels through their increasingly
sophisticated knowledge and understanding of musical terms and devices including notation,
using theory accurately in written and practical exercises (performance and composition).
Students should also be able to demonstrate good knowledge and understanding of different
musical styles, periods and cultures through aural, written and practical exercises and
demonstrate technical security in their chosen instrument and perform with accuracy and musical
sensitivity. Competences in skills are applied to compositional projects and students evaluate and
reflect on their own and others’ work in a critically constructive manner. The theatre units also
build on prior knowledge, understanding and skills to develop the techniques of performance and
improvisation, including the use of performance for its therapeutic value. The workings of
Brechtian theatre are analysed as well as the didactic responsibility of an artist.

Assessment Criteria – Visual And Performing Arts
Criterion A – Knowledge and understanding

Maximum 8

Criterion B – Application

Maximum 10

Criterion C – Reflection and Evaluation

Maximum 8

Criterion D – Artistic Awareness and Personal Engagement

Maximum 8
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Technology/Design
Technology/Design Concepts
Adaptation

Collaboration

Ergonomics

Evaluation

Form

Function

Innovation

Invention

Markets and trends

Perspective

Resources

Sustainability

Technology/Design – Course Outline 2013-2014
Technology in the Middle Years Programme at the Campus des Nations aims to teach students
how to use the design cycle to solve problems and create solutions, master skills in using
material, graphic and computer technologies, and develop an understanding of the role of
technology in the past and in our lives today. Technology can be continued as a programme of
study in the Diploma Programme at the campus, taken as one of the sciences group of subjects.
All students in years 7-11 (MYP1-5) follow courses in Technology as part of the IB Middle Years
Programme.
Year 7 (MYP 1) – Technology at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• What is technology? Introduction to the subject group.
• Structures
• MineCraft Project
• Cultural quizzing
• Interdisciplinary unit of inquiry – varies from year to year
Year 7 (MYP 1) Technology
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The three projects in year 7 concentrate on skills development and take about 11 weeks to
complete. The structures unit of inquiry looks at the way in which human beings use technological
knowledge of manufacturing processes and structures to design and make useful products,
systems and environments. A graphics skills project introduces essential practical and thinking
skills that will support all subsequent work in technology and includes such aspects as a parallel
motion drawing board, the refinement of designs, creating a product from a design and evaluating
a product. In the unit on Cultural quizzing students experience the initial steps in the use of the
design cycle as a project management tool as they develop an understanding of cultures other
than their own. Students consider the effect that the large number of nationalities represented on
the campus has on their school experience, both positive and not so positive. In pairs students
design and make a short film that introduces their partner and presents information about their
cultural heritage.
Year 8 (MYP 2) – Technology at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Radio-controlled buggy
• Thermo-chromic material
• Computer control
• Interdisciplinary unit of inquiry – varies from year to year
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Year 8 (MYP 2) Technology
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The three projects in year 8 concentrate on skills development and run for about 11 weeks each.
In the first unit of inquiry, students work with materials to create a radio-controlled buggy and
learn that the field of electronics is ‘not a mystery’. They develop an idea from a 2D nets to 3D
shells and learn about new materials and manufacturing techniques. In pairs, students design and
make a buggy to take part in the ‘Nations-Nitro Cup’ consisting of three categories: Quality of
manufacturing; straight-line speed; a multi-lap race. In the unit on Thermo-chromic
material’students are introduced to the concept that being able to know the room or car
temperature is the first step towards controlling the environment we live in. They study the nature
of thermo-chromic material (smart materials) and its nature and how it can change when
temperature changes. Students then design and create a product that makes use of a thermochromic thermometer. In Computer control students explore the concepts of computer modelling,
simulation and control.
Year 9 (MYP 3) –Technology at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• Pen project
• Mechanical souvenir project
• Interdisciplinary unit of inquiry – varies from year to year
Year 9 (MYP 3) –Technology
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In year 9 the two projects are complete design projects covering all the assessment criteria for
technology in some depth. Each project runs for about 16 weeks. The pen project enables the
students to learn about computer aided manufacturing and develops their understanding of the
design cycle. The Mechanical souvenir project considers the way in which mechanical devices
continue to play a part in our everyday lives. The unit looks at the way these are often hidden
from view and we take them for granted or we do not even notice them. Students examine how
mechanical systems can be used to solve design problems, how the design cycle can be used to
solve problems and create viable solutions and they look at the origins of mechanical systems in
the manufacture of products. The challenge for the students (working in pairs) is to design and
make an attractive and original mechanical souvenir to be ‘sold’ in the gift shops of a museum of
their choice.
Year 10 (MYP 4) – Technology at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Educational toys
• Web Wise
• Interdisciplinary unit of inquiry – varies from year to year
Year 10 (MYP 4) – Technology
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
Two projects consist of complete design projects covering all the technology assessment criteria
in some depth and run for about 16 weeks each. Students consider the question: How can year 3
students’ learning experiences be made more playful? Working in pairs students are challenged
to design and make an educational toy or game for students in the Primary Years Programme at
the campus. The examine ways in which specially designed toys and games can positively help
with the education and development of young children by harnessing a child’s natural
inquisitiveness and willingness to explore.
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The Web Wise project involves students in designing and making an educational resource that
can be used to help educate students (aged either 10-12 or 13-15 years old) about the dangers of
the internet and how to use it safely and responsibly. The finished product is shown to younger
students on the campus and sent to ‘Action Innocence’ a local educational organisation that looks
at internet safety for youngsters, where it is evaluated and possibly even used by the
organisation.
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Technology at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• Green design
• Music video project
• Eco Tourism/Point of Sale Project
• Pewter casting
Year 11 (MYP 5) –Technology
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The four projects in the final year of the programme are complete design projects covering all
strands of MYP Technology criteria for assessment. The projects run for 16 weeks each.
The Green Design project examines the role of designers in decreasing the carbon footprint of
industrially designed products. Students are given the task of designing a clock that has one other
function (apart from telling the time!) which complies with the principals of green design. Students
need to consider and develop a design that optimises the function, value and appearance of the
product for the benefit of users and manufacturers, whilst at the same time considering the
environment. The Music Video project requires students to find ingenious ways in which to create
emotions passing on a positive message to the audience/receiver. The design brief is: You are a
freelance multimedia designer who has been commissioned by a humanitarian organisation to
create a personal music video which promotes a positive message about life using frame by
frame animation technique.
The Point of Sale Project brief is to consider methods and aspects of green marketing and
products for a new Eco Tourism company. Graphic design elements are the key focus for the
project. As part of this students produce a mood board of collected images related to their project
and then create and evaluate a series of thumbnail sketches of the brand identity to develop
possible designs for the product. In the final project – Pewter casting – students explore 3D CAD
and CAM and learn about and use low temperature casting facilities by designing and making a
piece of jewellery or other object made from pewter.

Assessment Criteria – Technology/Design
Criterion A – Investigate

Maximum 6

Criterion B – Design

Maximum 6

Criterion C – Plan

Maximum 6

Criterion D – Create

Maximum 6

Criterion E – Evaluate

Maximum 6

Criterion F – Attitudes in Technology

Maximum 8
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Physical and Health Education
Physical and Health Education – Concepts
Adaptation

Ergonomics

Evaluation

Form

Function

Innovation

Invention

Markets and trends

Perspective

Resources

Sustainability

Physical Education (and Health from 2014-2015)
Physical education is one of the eight subject groups of the Middle Years Programme and is
taken by all students at each year level. Students have the opportunity to participate in a wide
variety of learning experiences in individual and team activities. These include the sports activities
that make use of the beautiful mountain landscape of the host region in the outdoor education
programme. In addition, a thriving after school sports programme provides opportunities for
students to develop their skills and to participate in inter-Foundation (between the three
campuses), local and regional, as well as international, sports competitions. The expertise of the
teachers in the department ensures that there is something that each student can enjoy in the
Physical Education Programme.
Year 7 (MYP 1) – Physical Education at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• Orienteering
• Running/endurance
• Football
• Gymnastics
• Basketball
• Badminton
• Swimming
• Body expression
• Athletics – 50m sprint/discus throwing/jumps
Year 7 (MYP 1) Physical Education
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In year 7, the main focus of the PE programme is developing a healthy life-style through healthrelated fitness and the importance of warm-up. Students start the year with a running and an
orienteering unit during which they work on their stamina and sense of orientation. These
activities are linked to the first outdoor education trip of the school year, in September, as well as
the Reflection programme in which students explore healthy lifestyle choices and decisions.
These activities in particular, provide opportunities for interdisciplinary learning experiences. Over
the course of the year students work on creative units such as Body Expression and Gymnastics,
in which they develop and improve their ability to express themselves throughout their body by
creating aesthetic movements. Individually students’ technical and tactical skills are assessed in
the different sports activities such as Badminton, Swimming and Athletics. They also learn social
skills in the team activities of Football, Volleyball, Uni-hockey and Basketball as part of the
course.
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Year 8 (MYP 2) – Physical Education at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Running/endurance
• Basketball
• Badminton
• Gymnastics
• Uni-hockey
• Athletics – Sprints, throws & jumps
• Body Expression
• Football
• Touch rugby
Year 8 (MYP 2) Physical Education
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
In year 8 students participate in a number of different activities and are assessed on eight of
these. The main focus of the programme is the importance of a healthy lifestyle and nutrition.
Students and teachers connect this to specific theoretical knowledge and learning in sciences
and in an interdisciplinary unit of inquiry on Food and Nutrition at the start of the school year. The
interdisciplinary unit also draws on humanities knowledge and skills with regard to food as a
resource, recycling packaging and the impact of food waste and packaging on the environment
and the economy. Students deepen their knowledge and skills in the individual elements of
Badminton and Athletics. Work in year 7 in Body Expression and Gymnastics is built upon and
developed in year 8. Football, Volleyball, Uni-Hockey, Basketball and Touch Rugby provide team
sporting activities that build respect, support and encouragement, as well as attitudes and
strategies for positive social relationships.
Year 9 (MYP 3) – Physical Education at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• Running 20 minutes
• Badminton
• Disability – adapted activities
• Football
• Uni hockey
• Athletics – sprint, throw and jumps
• Dance
• Rounders – multi-cultural games
Year 9 (MYP 3) Physical Education
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The main focus of the programme at this year level is Fitness Theory and Disability. After
practising the skills in similar activities over the first two years of the programme, year 9 students
participate in two new activities. The first is an interdisciplinary unit of inquiry on disability that is
supported by learning experiences in the Reflection Programme, in English Language A and in
Mathematics. The second new unit is on Fitness with classes in aerobics and work-out, using
professional equipment. Focus on health and well-being are part of the new units and are
assessed using all four of the Physical Education criteria. In teams games, racket games and
athletics students at this stage in the programme need to demonstrate good understanding of the
rules and apply them in practice. Ballroom dancing provides an opportunity for movement
composition. Students are required to show good knowledge of the activities as well as a good
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level of performance using technical and tactical skills. The social skills generated by team games
continue to be developed.
Year 10 (MYP 4) – Physical Education at a Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Uni hockey
• Football
• Basketball
• Acrosport
• Dance
• Badminton
• Technology and Sport
• Fitness unit – performance related
• Outdoor activities
Year 10 (MYP 4) Physical Education
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The focus of the PE programme in year 10 is: Performance Related Fitness and Technology and
Sport. The students participate in various different activities and are assessed on four of these.
Students have the choice between two or three different activities. Movement composition is
compulsory for all students through Acrosport or Dance. To show their knowledge of the discipline
of PE as one of the eight subject groups of the Middle Years Programme students will examine
the influence of technology on sport. They learn about, and work on physical performance for
athletes and are required to create a fitness programme for an athlete of their choice.
Students will be able to demonstrate an increasingly high level of performance in sport as well as
the technical and tactical skills and rules of the different team games including Badminton, Table
Tennis and Outdoor activities. Personal engagement and social skills are a fundamental
programme in year 10 as in previous years of the programme through team games such as Unihockey, Football or Basketball.
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Physical Education At A Glance – Unit Titles
The order and duration of these units of inquiry may vary to meet the needs of the class:
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 10 (MYP 4)
• Uni-hockey
• Football
• Basketball
• Acrosport
• Olympic Games and politics
• Dance
• Badminton
• Fitness unit
• Outdoor activities
Year 11 (MYP 5) Physical Education
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The main focus of the final year of the PE programme is: Well-Being Related Fitness and The
Influences of Politics on the Olympic Games.
All the skills and learning of the programme in year 10 are developed through similar individual
choices of sports and team games. In addition, the movement composition activities are directly
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related to the Olympic Games through Acrosport or Dance. This unit links directly to the
humanities programme in year 11 where the politics of post-World Wars I and II and the Cold War
are studied and then applied to written work in PE. Humanities teachers accompany the PE staff
to an outing to the Olympic Museum in Lausanne, also the seat of the Olympic Committee.

Assessment Criteria – Physical and Health Education
Criterion A – Knowledge and understanding

Maximum 8

Criterion B – Movement composition

Maximum 6

Criterion C – Performance application

Maximum 10

Criterion D – Social skills and personal engagement

Maximum 8
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Reflection Programme – Course Outline 2013-2014
The Reflection Programme is not an assessed course of the IB Middle Years Programme, nor
does it feature as one of the eight subject groups in the curriculum model. It was set up by a
group of committed teachers when the campus first opened its doors in August of 2005. It has
been evolving ever since to support student learning in the MYP. It aims to help students take
increasing responsibility for their learning from the early years (7 & 8/MYP 1 & 2) to the final year
of the programme (11/MYP 5) by focusing on the skills areas (Approaches to Learning) and
developing the attributes of the IB Learner Profile. It supports interdisciplinary teaching and
learning at all levels and the compulsory Community and Service Programme. In the final year,
the Reflection Programme also supports students engaged in the Personal Project. At present the
campus does not timetable a reflection lesson in year 10 due to the increasing exposure to the
sciences and the arts options that enable students to make informed subject choices for the final
year of the Middle Years Programme, and in their post-16 education. In future years it is
envisaged that a full Reflection programme will be implemented in the middle years of the
secondary school. Internal school assessment is comment based (no grades) as to whether the
student has met the learning objectives at the relevant year level.

MYP Key Concepts
These inform the structure and shape of the Reflection Programme
Aesthetics

Change

Communication

Communities

Connections

Creativity

Culture

Development

Form

Global Interactions

Identity

Logic

Perspective

Relationships

Time, place and space

Systems

Year 7 (MYP 1) – Reflection Programme at a Glance – Unit Titles
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 7 (MYP 1)
• Organising tools
• What it means to be a member of a community – locally and globally
• Healthy living
• International Class Project
• Building positive relationships – social skills
Year 7 (MYP 1) Reflection Programme
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
At the start of the year in Reflection students explore the tools to become confident members of
the secondary school and to understand the expectations of many different subject teachers. For
this, a focus on the skills areas (Approaches to Learning) is made by the Reflection team. Student
diaries and electronic calendars are investigated as useful organisational tools. As students
transition from a primary to secondary school environment they face new challenges, and with
specific organisational tools they can become effective learners. Organisation also includes
aspects of healthy living – for example, planning their day so that students do not carry heavy
school bags around on their backs unnecessarily, and making healthy eating choices in the
cafeteria at lunch time. Health checks by the school nurse are integral to the programme –
notably sight and hearing. Students also learn about what it means to be part of a school
community in the secondary school. The introduction of vertical homeroom time once a week this
year (2013-14) has helped to develop the importance of the community (years 7-13 meet once a
week as a vertical homeroom as opposed to a year 7 homeroom group which meets on the other
four days of the working week). Through exposure to the Community and Service Programme
students in year 7 develop a sense of service to the local community through activities and
projects provided by the school community, overseen by the homeroom teacher and by the MYP
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Community and Service Coordinators. The International Class Project led, in part, by the
Reflection teacher enables students to see themselves as part of a global community. All of these
learning experiences enable students to build positive relationships and acquire important social
skills as they pass through adolescence into adulthood by the time they finish school.
Year 8 (MYP 2) – Reflection Programme at a Glance – Unit Titles
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 8 (MYP 2)
• Responsibilities as individuals and as members of communities
• What is meant by a ‘perfect education’
• International Class Project (Community and Service)
• Switzerland – host country
Year 8 (MYP 2) – Reflection Progrmme
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The year kicks off with a unit of inquiry on Responsibilities with a focus, through interdisciplinary
learning activities, on healthy eating and taking responsibility for oneself and the wider community
in regard to food and nutrition. This is linked to the Outdoor Education Programme in September
as well as to the Science and humanities courses in year 8.
Through the unit of inquiry on A perfect Education, the Mission Statement and values of the
Foundation of the International Sschool of Geneva are explored. Students also learn more about
the IB Middle Years Programme. Through research they also compare schools with a different
curriculum, facilities and philosophies to our own to explore what elements make ‘a perfect
education’.
The Interntaional Class Project analyses the question: “Why are more than 70 million children not
in school?” Through research and discussion students learn about the challenges of attaining the
UN millennium goal, that of providing primary education for all children. This is followed with an
awareness raising drive by the year 8 students on campus. This develops both their
communication skills and group collaboration.
In the unit on Switzerland students explore the host country in which they come to school every
day. Information Literacy skills are developed via research questions about Switzerland
(Conféderation Helvétique). Students then present their answers in different formats by educating
their peers about the complex layers of Swiss society and governance (three tiers), the
geography, history and culture of the country. This links closely to the humanities trip in May, a
‘medieval’ pilgrimage that enhances the study of ‘medieval realms’ which incorporates the
geography, history and culture of the French speaking part of Switzerland in particular. The
science and French language courses in year 8 also link closely to these themes.
Year 9 (MYP 3) – Reflection Programme at a Glance – Unit Titles
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 9 (MYP 3)
• Rights and Responsibilities
• Exploring the attributes of the IB Learner Profile
• Creativity
• Self-evaluation
• Disability
• International Class Project (Community and Service)
• Global issues/affaires internationals
Year 9 (MYP 3) – Reflection Progrmme
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The focus of any robust Middle Years Programme shifts in the curriculum gradually from a local to
a global perspective as students pass through adolescence and gradually mature into adults,
with the accompanying rights and responsibilities that adulthood brings. The Reflection
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programme underpins all teaching and learning in the eight subject areas of the MYP. In year 9 in
particular it supports the important transition of students at this crucial age and stage of their
development. The learning activities are aimed at developing the IB Learner Profile attributes and
fostering international mindedness. Five domains shape the year 9 reflection curriculum: Human
Rights, the Learner Profile, an awareness of Global Issues (specific links to humanities and
sciences), Disability and Creativity.
Rights and Responsibilities provide the over-arching focus of the year. Students address the
values of our rights and explore the responsibilities citizens must fulfil in order to protect their
rights. Understanding of the complexities of these connections is gained through classroom
activities and reflective thinking. The attributes of the Learner Profile are used in discussion of the
meaning of the attributes in action. This work is supported by research into a
creative/important/famous personality from the student’s home culture who has been an agent of
positive change. Through specific attributes students make presentations of their personality to
the other students in the class. Alongside this students develop skills in information literacy such
as research – finding and identifying useful and reliable sources – creating a list of sources
(bibliography/citations).
To enhance learning experiences in the MYP students explore the idea of creativity with regard to
becoming agents of change. They move from the obvious inventive aspect of creativity to one that
includes the importance of domain knowledge, collaborative work and self-evaluation. A focus on
global issues is part of this. Debate and critical thinking based on sound knowledge and
understanding of events and issues is developed at this level of the programme. Students
examine the Rights of the Child and consider the predicament of some of the world’s children –
e.g. child soldiers (linked to Language A English classes in year 9 and Ishmael Bael’s book ‘Long
Way Gone’). They are encouraged to ask themselves how they can make a difference by
harnessing their own creativity and creative thinking. Students also consider disability and the
rights of the disabled using similar skills, knowledge and understanding. These activities flow
naturally into the International Class Project which is similar to that in year 8. Awareness and
fundraising for an organisation defending human rights/rights of child/rights of the disabled is the
focus of the year 9 project.
Finally students are encouraged to develop their sense of self in self-evaluation activities, one of
which is designed to deepen their knowledge of the MYP. They do this by focusing on comments
in their Term One reports and acting on teacher feedback by setting SMART goals for Term Two
(Specific, Manageable, Achievable, Realistic, Time-bound).
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Reflection Programme at a Glance – Unit Titles
Titles of Units of Inquiry – Year 11 (MYP 5)
• The Personal Project
• Approaches to Learning ( MYP skills areas)
• Careers orientation
• Post-16 choices
Year 11 (MYP 5) – Reflection Progrmme
Details of the units of inquiry are not exhaustive, however they give some idea of the subject
content:
The consolidation of an understanding of the MYP learning contexts Areas of Interaction/Global
Contexts) is used as the departure point for Personal Project choices at the beginning of year 11.
Through various activities students learn to articulate a clear goal for the project and the
specifications that will shape the course and progress of the project.
A sophisticated level of organisation is a key skill in year 11 as students juggle subject demands
with those of completing the project and the community and service programme requirements.
Work-life balance is key to a successful final year. The Reflection classes enable students to
become familiar with the Personal Project guide, to explore ways in which to communicate and
work with their individual supervisors and to understand the importance of meeting interim and
final deadlines. They are also given the opportunity to examine and analyse projects from
previous years to understand what makes a good Personal Project written statement.
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Community and Service expectations of students at this stage focus on global citizenship and
preparation for adulthood.
Self- responsibility, calculated risk-taking, organisation and forward planning are all vital tools for
post-16 education.
The focus on Approaches To Learning (skills areas) helps to ensure that students are successful
in the final year of the MYP through effective use of these tools for independent learning. These
include: Research skills, effective note-taking, organised filing systems, review of subject material,
media/library sessions on MLA referencing and IT and research skills. Information Literacy
sessions focus on plagiarism (how to avoid it), academic honesty, the validity and usefulness of
sources, identification of bias, weakness of sources etc.
Careers orientation is developed individually, in groups and as a whole year level through
assemblies, appointments with the guidance counsellor, sessions with the post-16 programme
coordinators to understand what is on offer in the final two years on the campus and across the
Foundation. Specifically at the Campus des Nations we offer: The IB Certificate Programme, the
IB Diploma Programme, the IB Careers Certificate or a High School Diploma.
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